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ABSTRACT  

   

Sexual and social signals have long been thought to play an important role in 

speciation and diversity; hence, investigations of intraspecific communication may lead to 

important insights regarding key processes of evolution. Though we have learned much 

about the control, function, and evolution of animal communication by studying several 

very common signal types, investigating rare classes of signals may provide new 

information about how and why animals communicate. My dissertation research focused 

on rapid physiological color change, a rare signal-type used by relatively few taxa. To 

answer longstanding questions about this rare class of signals, I employed novel methods 

to measure rapid color change signals of male veiled chameleons Chamaeleo calyptratus 

in real-time as seen by the intended conspecific receivers, as well as the associated 

behaviors of signalers and receivers. In the context of agonistic male-male interactions, I 

found that the brightness achieved by individual males and the speed of color change were 

the best predictors of aggression and fighting ability. Conversely, I found that rapid skin 

darkening serves as a signal of submission for male chameleons, reducing aggression from 

winners when displayed by losers. Additionally, my research revealed that the timing of 

maximum skin brightness and speed of brightening were the best predictors of maximum 

bite force and circulating testosterone levels, respectively. Together, these results indicated 

that different aspects of color change can communicate information about contest strategy, 

physiology, and performance ability. Lastly, when I experimentally manipulated the 

external appearance of chameleons, I found that "dishonestly" signaling individuals (i.e. 

those whose behavior did not match their manipulated color) received higher aggression 

from unpainted opponents. The increased aggression received by dishonest signalers 
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suggests that social costs play an important role in maintaining the honesty of rapid color 

change signals in veiled chameleons. Though the color change abilities of chameleons have 

interested humans since the time of Aristotle, little was previously known about the signal 

content of such changes. Documenting the behavioral contexts and information content of 

these signals has provided an important first step in understanding the current function, 

underlying control mechanisms, and evolutionary origins of this rare signal type. 
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PREFACE  

 

Overview & significance 

 Understanding adaptation and the processes that drive diversity are two of the 

central foci of evolutionary biology. In part due to the remarkable diversity of signals used 

throughout the animal kingdom, sexual and social signals have long been thought to play 

an important role in speciation and diversity. Hence, investigations of intraspecific signal 

processes may lead to important insights regarding key mechanisms of speciation (Edwards 

et al. 2005, Maia et al. 2013, Seehausen et al. 2008). We have learned a great deal about 

animal communication from studying common signal types (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 

1998), though a powerful approach to better understand the control, function, and evolution 

of signals is to investigate rare signals, the study of which may elucidate evolutionary 

processes that generate diversity (e.g. Carlson et al. 2011). Though animals use a wide 

array of signals to communicate with one another, my dissertation research focuses on 

rapid physiological color change, a rare signal-type used by relatively few taxa. 

 Research on rare signals frequently begins by asking “How is this means of 

communication used?” and “Why is it so uncommon?” To explore these questions, my 

dissertation has relied on novel methods to measure rapid color change signals in real-time 

as seen by the intended, conspecific receivers, and how these signals are linked to relevant 

behaviors of signalers and receivers. In this preface, I provide background information on 

animal signals and rapid color change, then describe the guiding hypothesis of my 

dissertation concerning the function of physiological color change as a social signal in 

chameleons, a group that exhibits rapid, complex color and pattern changes during social 
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interactions. Following the preface, I describe the research I have conducted on the use of 

rapid color change as a social signal in a colorful chameleon species, and the broader 

significance of my work.   

 

Theoretical framework 

 Animals use many signals for communication, from postures and songs to elaborate 

dances and electrical impulses (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998, Maynard Smith and 

Harper 2003a, Searcy and Nowicki 2005a). Some signals are relatively static once formed, 

such as morphological structures (e.g. turtle shells, plumage), and can reveal information 

about individuals during the time the trait is developed (Buchanan et al. 2003, Tibbetts and 

Curtis 2007). Other signals are dynamic, including behaviors like songs, dances, and 

aggressive postures, and provide a real-time update of an individual’s quality or intentions 

(Adamo and Hanlon 1996, Enquist et al. 1985, Wyman et al. 2008). Though we now have 

deep understandings of the control, function, and evolution of many different signal types, 

some rare traits blur the line between static and dynamic signals and could serve as 

excellent subjects for testing key tenets and limitations of signaling theory. 

 The rapidly changing color signals exhibited by some animals, like cephalopods or 

chameleons, are examples of such an intermediate signal (Stuart-Fox and Moussalli 2009). 

Unlike comparatively fixed ornamental colors (e.g. of hair or feathers), rapid physiological 

color changes allow individuals to display different colors and patterns in changing 

environmental and behavioral contexts (Adamo and Hanlon 1996, Cuadrado 1998, Stuart-

Fox and Moussalli 2008, Umbers 2011). For example, body colors can change in response 

to predation threat (Allen et al. 2010, Stuart-fox et al. 2008), ambient temperature (Veron 
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1974), and humidity (Hinton and Jarman 1972). However, among animals capable of 

physiological color change (e.g., insects, Umbers 2011; crustaceans, Brown and Sandeen 

1948; spiders, Wunderlin and Kropf 2013; amphibians, Filadelfi et al. 2005), only a few 

employ rapid color changes during social interactions (predominantly cephalopods, fish, 

and reptiles). Among the color changing members of these taxa, the plasticity of 

physiological color change theoretically allows individuals to display different color 

signals under different conditions, which suggests that certain color change signals may 

have more in common with behavioral displays than with static colors. For example, 

production costs are thought to be relatively low for some behavioral displays (Matsumasa 

et al. 2013, Oberweger and Goller 2001, Ward et al. 2004, Weiner et al. 2009), and the 

behavioral responses of signal receivers provide the selective pressure (e.g. policing) that 

maintains a tight match between displayed signals and the signaler's true intent/quality 

(Guilford and Dawkins 1995, Hurd and Enquist 2005). In such cases, weak animals 

displaying aggressive signals may win encounters with other weak individuals without 

physical contact ('bluffing'), but are expected to bear disproportionally large costs when 

displaying inaccurate signals to stronger competitors (i.e. punishment costs (Caryl 1982, 

Van Dyk and Evans 2008, Enquist 1985, Molles and Vehrencamp 2001, Moynihan 1982, 

Rohwer 1975, 1977; Tibbetts and Dale 2004, Tibbetts and Izzo 2010)). In contrast to the 

social costs of behavioral displays, however, there are usually significant physiological 

costs (e.g. nutrition, health) to obtaining many types of ornamental coloration (Kemp 2008, 

McGraw 2006). It is not currently known whether the honesty or reliability of social color-

change signals, which seem to incorporate aspects of both dynamic and static ornaments, 
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is maintained by physiological costs (Korzan et al. 2000), social costs (Tibbetts and Izzo 

2010), or both. 

 Although knowledge of the physiological mechanisms underlying rapid color 

change (Fujii and Novales 1969, Fujii 2000, Nery and Castrucci 1997, Teyssier et al. 2015, 

Ligon and McCartney 2016) is integral for understanding its evolution across a wide variety 

of taxa, the first step in comprehending the costs of rapid physiological color change is to 

gain a better understanding of the behavioral and communication contexts in which color 

change occurs. To date, ecological and behavioral studies of complex physiological color 

change as a social signal have lagged far behind those focused on the cellular and sub-

cellular mechanisms of these color shifts (Stuart-Fox and Moussalli 2009). The paucity of 

investigations undertaken to understand the signaling role of physiological color change 

may be due, in part, to the technological and methodological limitations associated with 

quantifying such a rapidly changing trait. Recently, however, advances in the photographic 

quantification of color (Pike 2011, Stevens et al. 2007) and physiological modeling of 

animal color vision (Bowmaker et al. 2005, Endler and Mielke 2005a, Hart and Vorobyev 

2005) enabled me to non-invasively and quantitatively analyze the previously inaccessible 

chromatic signals used by color-changing animals during social interactions (Ligon and 

McGraw 2013, Ligon 2014). 

 Using newly developed photographic and analytical tools, I investigated the social 

use of dynamic color change in chameleons. Chameleons are the only terrestrial vertebrates 

that undergo elaborate physiological color changes that include multi-component 

chromatic and pattern-element alterations during social interactions. Through my 

dissertation work, I sought to answer the question: How do chameleons use rapid 
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physiological color change to communicate? To address this question I evaluated the color 

changes used by male veiled chameleons Chamaeleo calyptratus during aggressive 

interactions. Because the rapid, complex color changes of male veiled chameleons occur 

only during intraspecific interactions (Nečas 1999), I hypothesized that these color changes 

represent an informative, multicomponent signal that modulates receiver behavior during 

aggressive interactions. Consequently, I predicted that colors or color changes would be 

differentially expressed in chameleons that escalate and win aggressive interactions 

relative to non-escalating, losing individuals. Additionally, I predicted that links between 

an individual's display coloration and behavior would be underlain by more direct links 

between a chameleon's display coloration, physiology, and physical performance. Lastly, 

I predicted that the honesty of color or color change signals used by veiled chameleons 

would be maintained, at least in part, by social costs directed towards dishonestly signaling 

individuals. 

 To test these predictions, I first measured the behavior and color changes of adult 

male veiled chameleons during agonistic, dyadic encounters. Specifically, I focused on the 

color attributes of chameleons that best predicted the likelihood that an individual would 

approach his opponent and win the contest (Appendix A). For my second dissertation 

chapter (Appendix B), I performed another series of agonistic trials that allowed me to 

investigate the opposite end of the color change spectrum − rapid darkening. Here, I 

evaluated the possibility that chameleons also use rapid color change as a signal of 

submission. After establishing links between rapid brightening, aggressive behavior, and 

likelihood of winning an aggressive interaction in my first chapter, I designed my third 

study (Chapter 1) to minimize the behavioral complications inherent in trials with two live 
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animals and to facilitate an in-depth investigation of the specific information content of the 

rapid color changes used by veiled chameleons during agonistic encounters. In this study, 

I used a standardized robotic chameleon stimulus to elicit behavioral displays from live 

chameleons, then compared the color changes exhibited to this standardized stimulus to 

morphology, physiology, and physical performance of individual chameleons. Lastly, I 

performed an experiment in which I manipulated the external appearance of chameleons 

using customized paints designed to match live chameleon coloration (Chapter 2). By 

experimentally manipulating the appearance of chameleons and then allowing them to 

interact in agonistic trials, I was able to test the possibility that signal receivers facing 

dishonestly signaling opponents, those whose behavior did not match their external 

appearance, would receive higher levels of aggression. Higher aggression directed towards 

dishonestly signaling chameleons would indicate that social costs play a role in maintaining 

signal honesty. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE TIMING OF RAPID COLOR CHANGE SIGNALS DURING AGGRESSIVE 

INTERACTIONS COMMUNICATES INFORMATION ABOUT PHYSICAL 

PERFORMANCE  

 

ABSTRACT 

Animals use diverse signals to communicate with one another, but the function of dynamic 

color change as a social signal has only recently begun to be investigated. For example, 

male veiled chameleons Chamaeleo calyptratus use rapid brightening displays to 

communicate motivation and fighting ability during agonistic encounters. Because contest 

strategies and color signals are strongly influenced by opponent behavior, however, a 

standardized, experimentally-controlled chameleon stimulus could aid our understanding 

of rapid color change signals by minimizing confounding effects of opponent behavior. 

Here, I employ such an approach to better understand the mechanisms underlying the 

previously documented links between color change signals and contest behavior in 

chameleons. Specifically, I conducted behavioral trials between male veiled chameleons 

and standardized robotic chameleon models, then investigated links between display 

coloration and morphology, testosterone, and bite force. I found that smaller male veiled 

chameleons with narrow jaws had higher testosterone levels, while chameleons with wider 

casques (head ornaments) exhibited more powerful bites. Additionally, chameleons that 

brightened slowly had higher testosterone levels, and those reaching maximum stripe 

brightness earlier had stronger bites. I also found that chameleons with yellower stripes 

were more likely to approach robotic opponents, and chameleons with brighter stripes 
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were more aggressive. Overall, these relationships suggest that veiled chameleons gain 

more information about their opponent's testosterone levels, bite force, aggressive intent, 

and overall aggression from rapid color change signals than from morphological cues but 

should benefit by incorporating both sources of information into contest-specific 

strategies. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Throughout the animal kingdom, individuals engage in competitive interactions 

over indivisible resources (Hardy and Briffa 2013). The outcome of these interactions can 

have a strong influence on fitness, and optimal contest strategies depend on balancing 

individual-specific costs and benefits. In the context of competition, selection should favor 

the production and assessment of signals that convey information about both the relative 

value of contested resources (often referred to as motivation (Enquist 1985, Parker and 

Stuart 1976)) and resource holding potential (fighting ability (Parker 1974)) of contest 

participants because such signals can expedite aggressive interactions and reduce 

unnecessary costs associated with asymmetric conflicts (Enquist 1985, Maynard Smith 

and Harper 2003, Parker 1974, Searcy and Nowicki 2005). Specifically, signals that allow 

contest participants to recognize large asymmetries in motivation or fighting ability enable 

individuals to save time, reduce energetic expenditure, and resolve conflicts without the 

risk of physical violence (Rohwer 1982, Searcy and Nowicki 2005).  

 Rapid color change, which can serve as an agonistic signal, represents an 

interesting case study regarding links between signal design and information content 

because it possesses both static and dynamic attributes (Ligon and McCartney 2015). 
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Unlike fixed ornamental colors (e.g. of hair, feathers), physiological color change allows 

individuals to display different colors in changing environmental and behavioral contexts 

(Adamo and Hanlon 1996, Cuadrado 2000, Ligon 2014, Stuart-Fox and Moussalli 2008, 

Umbers 2011). This plasticity suggests that certain color change signals may have more 

in common with behavioral displays than with static colors. In contrast, the hues and 

patterns displayed by color changing organisms are influenced by previously created 

structural elements or previously deposited pigments (Cooper and Greenberg 1992, Ligon 

and McCartney 2015), which suggests that these signals also have a great deal in common 

with static color signals.  

 Despite the potential for complex color changes to contain different types of 

information, most of the intraspecific color change signals studied to date are somewhat 

simplified. For example, the information content of socially mediated color changes of 

cephalopods appears to be contained primarily within display pattern elements (Adamo 

and Hanlon 1996) rather than in chromatic cues. Numerous fish species rely on 

physiological color change to communicate during social interactions, though the best 

studied signals appear to be overall changes in brightness and darkness in salmonids 

(Eaton and Sloman 2011, Höglund et al. 2000, O’Connor et al. 1999) and the presence or 

absence of a single dark facial stripe in cichlids (Muske and Fernald 1987). Perhaps the 

best example of how rapid color change signal can influence social dynamics is the rapid 

'eyespot' darkening of the lizard Anolis carolinensis. In this species, the speed with which 

a region of skin behind the eye darkens (modulated by adrenal catecholamines, (Goldman 

and Hadley 1969)) predicts social rank, whereby individuals that darken their eyespot 

more quickly than their opponents are dominant (Korzan et al. 2006, Summers and 
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Greenberg 1994). In spite of their taxonomic diversity, the common thread for these color 

changing animals appears to be a reliance on simplified on/off signals that indicate, or are 

correlated with, aggressive intent (or lack thereof). Though complex color displays could 

potentially provide more information than simple contest strategy, no subtle relationships 

have been uncovered between physiological color change and the various aspects of 

individual condition (e.g. fat reserves, body condition, strength) repeatedly discovered in 

taxa displaying fixed color signals. 

 Recently, I demonstrated that different aspects of dynamic color change signals in 

male veiled chameleons Chamaeleo calyptratus are correlated with the likelihood that a 

chameleon would approach his opponent and the likelihood that he would win an 

aggressive interaction (Ligon and McGraw 2013). However, we still do not know how 

particular aspects of these color change signals are linked to motivation and fighting 

ability. Identifying the underlying mechanisms connecting color change signals to contest 

behavior and outcome will inform our understanding of the processes ensuring signal 

honesty, as well as our interpretation of the evolutionary trajectories linking contest-

relevant information to specific signals. To address these questions, I conducted 

experimental trials between adult male chameleons and standardized, artificial chameleon 

opponents. Because contest strategies are strongly influenced by opponent behavior, our 

standardized robotic chameleon models better enabled us to analyze the information 

content of rapid color change signals without the confounding effects of opponent 

behavior (Klein et al. 2012). I then used a model-averaging statistical approach to 

investigate potential links between display colorimetrics, morphology, physiology, and 

physical performance. Specifically, I investigated whether the rapid color change signals 
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used by aggressively displaying chameleons served as signals of testosterone (Cox et al. 

2008, Evans et al. 2000, Laucht and Dale 2012, McGlothlin et al. 2008, McGraw and 

Parker 2006, Whiting et al. 2006), bite force (Meyers et al. 2006, Plasman et al. 2015), or 

contest behavior (Ligon and McGraw 2013, Ligon 2014, Muske and Fernald 1987, 

Summers and Greenberg 1994).  

 I hypothesized that chameleon color changes during aggressive interactions would 

be linked to testosterone, because it is the major androgen in male lizards (Moore and 

Lindzey 1992) and underlies seasonal (Klukowski and Nelson 1998), sexual (Hews et al. 

2012), and species-specific (Hews et al. 2012) differences in aggression among lizards. 

Though testosterone may be an important mediator of aggressive behavior, its variability 

over both short (Smith and John-Alder 1999) and long-term (Klukowski and Nelson 1998) 

time-scales makes it difficult to predict its specific influence on contests or color change. 

Additionally, because lizards primarily inflict damage upon rivals by biting, I 

hypothesized that chameleon color displays may communicate information about bite 

force. Strong positive links between bite force and dominance have been discovered for 

numerous lizard species (Husak et al. 2006, Huyghe et al. 2005, Lailvaux et al. 2004), and 

thus colorful signals that accurately convey information about individual bite force or 

testosterone levels should be particularly valuable for male chameleons engaged in 

aggressive contests. To test whether or not chameleon color changes during agonistic 

interactions serve as a signal of fighting ability or hormonal status, I conducted a series of 

staged agonistic encounters between veiled chameleons and remotely controlled 

chameleon models. I then compared display colorimetrics to testosterone, morphology, 
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and bite force to more fully evaluate the information content of chameleon color change 

signals. 

 

METHODS 

Study species and housing 

 Veiled chameleons are territorial lizards native to the southwestern Arabian 

Peninsula (Nečas 1999). This species relies on rapid color changes to communicate during 

intraspecific interactions (Kelso and Verrell 2002, Ligon and McGraw 2013, Ligon 2014, 

Nečas 1999) and male veiled chameleons regularly exhibit high-levels of aggression 

towards conspecific males, likely because these behaviors are involved in territory or mate 

defense (Cuadrado 2001). Aggressive chameleons rapidly change colors and brightness, 

and typically undergo concomitant changes in body shape and orientation during these 

displays. Specifically, males compress their bodies laterally while simultaneously 

undergoing dorsal-ventral expansion: effectively turning their bodies into billboard signs. 

At any time during the interaction, either male can cease aggression and, if threatened, 

rapidly retreat. This submissive behavior is accompanied by rapid darkening, which serves 

as a signal of submission (Ligon 2014). If both chameleons continue to exhibit aggressive 

behavior, however, contests can escalate to physical fights that include lunging and biting. 

 The veiled chameleons in this study were obtained from a private breeder and a 

feral population, both located in Florida, USA. Our chameleons were housed individually 

in a temperature-controlled vivarium at Arizona State University. Each cage contained a 

mixture of live, dead, and artificial plants to provide climbing structure and shelter, and 

was misted four times per day to provide drinking water for the chameleons. Additionally, 
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each cage was fitted with a UV light source (Zoo Med Reptisun 5.0 UVB Fluorescent 

Bulbs; Zoo Med Laboratories Inc., San Luis Obispo, CA, USA) and heat lamp (Zoo Med 

Repti-Basking Spot Lamp, 50 watt). Additional details regarding chameleon housing and 

basic husbandry can be found in (McCartney et al. 2014). 

 

Behavioral Trials 

 Over the course of three days (30 June - 2 July 2013), I conducted aggression trials 

using 33 adult male veiled chameleons and life-like chameleon models (see 

Robochameleons section below). Each trial was conducted between one chameleon and 

one robochameleon. Prior to a given trial, I removed one male from his cage, measured 

his body mass using a digital scale (accurate to the nearest 1 g), and placed him on one 

end of a trial arena (183 x 53 x 81 cm) containing vertical and horizontal perches (Figure 

1a). During the subsequent 5 minute acclimation period, the chameleon was visually 

isolated from the robotic chameleon model by a physical divider in the center of the arena. 

After acclimation, the divider was removed and the trial begun. Trials were recorded from 

behind a blind with a Panasonic HDC-TM 700 video camera (Osaka, Japan), which 

enabled us to take still photographs while recording video. Trials were stopped after 10 

minutes or after the chameleon physically attacked (i.e. lunged at and bit) the model more 

than once. 

 Following my published methods (Ligon 2014), I quantified each of 11 aggressive 

behaviors exhibited by chameleons during aggression trials. In contrast to my previous 

work (Ligon 2014), I did not record instances of retreating or fleeing because these 

behaviors are associated with submission and our focus here was restricted to aggressive 
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behaviors and color signals. I scored aggressive behaviors (Supplementary Table 1) based 

on the putative risk they posed to displaying chameleons (where riskier behaviors 

indicated higher aggression and were given higher weights) and used these scores, along 

with the frequency of the respective behaviors, to calculate an overall aggression score for 

each chameleon during each aggressive interaction. 

 

Robochameleons 

 I modified three commercially available plastic male veiled chameleon models 

(Safari Ltd®, Miami Gardens, FL, USA) to create standardized, species-specific stimuli 

(Figure 1b) during trial presentations to live chameleons. Specifically, I removed the 

projecting tongue from each model and applied custom, non-toxic paints (Golden Artist 

Colors Inc, New Berlin, NY) created to mimic natural display coloration of veiled 

chameleons. These custom paints were measured with a reflectance spectrometer (Ocean 

Optics, Dunedin, FL) and, using visual models (Bowmaker et al. 2005, Vorobyev and 

Osorio 1998), compared to representative spectra collected from live, displaying veiled 

chameleons. Five of the six colors I used to paint model chameleons fell below the 

threshold of discriminability (measured in Just Noticeable Differences = JNDs;(Wyszecki 

and Stiles 1982), indicating that chameleons were unlikely to be able to detect differences 

between these artificial colors and real colors exhibited by veiled chameleons. 

Discriminability values greater than 1 JND indicate that the organism in question is 

capable of detecting a difference between the colors compared under ideal conditions, and 

the discriminability value for our sixth color, dark green, was marginally above this 

threshold (1.05 JNDs). However, this particular color made up a relatively small 
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proportion of the overall body coloration of our models and our models still successfully 

elicited normal behavioral responses from live chameleons (see Results). 

 I animated our chameleon models by attaching them to a TrackerPod® (Eagletron 

Inc, Niagara Falls, New York) panning/tilting base designed for webcams. The 

TrackerPod® can be controlled via a USB cord attached to a computer and I used a small 

laptop placed near the trial arena to control the model during each trial. Additionally, I 

glued our TrackerPod® to a small, wheeled base and used a series of pulleys and string to 

control the forward/backward movement of the model during each trial. One individual 

(RAL) controlled all movements of each robochameleon during trials from behind a blind, 

observing the chameleon and robochameleon behavior via the LCD screen of one of our 

video cameras. Under the control of RAL, robochameleons began each trial facing away 

from the live chameleon, slowly rotated to mimic the body orientation that typically 

follows identification of a chameleon opponent, and then slowly advanced towards the 

live chameleon. To mimic the lateral display behaviors shown by real chameleons wherein 

individuals orient their bodies perpendicularly to the direction of their opponent and sway, 

robochameleons stopped approaching the live chameleons at short intervals to turn their 

bodies perpendicularly and sway, as live displaying chameleons do.  

 When using dynamic artificial stimuli to elicit behavioral responses from live 

animals, one experimental approach is to employ an identical sequence of stimulus 

behaviors for every focal animal. I did not use this approach. Instead, I employed a 

protocol where the intensity of robochameleon behavioral responses roughly matched 

those of the live chameleon to maximize the likelihood that a given chameleon would 

respond aggressively to the robochameleon model and undergo physiological color 
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change. This approach resulted in 13 of 33 chameleons (39%) undergoing aggressive color 

change in response to the robochameleon models, a result consistent with earlier 

behavioral studies between two live chameleons (e.g. aggressive color change in 34 out 

of 79 trials the preceding summer = 43%). 

 

Morphological measurements 

 To measure snout-vent length (SVL), one researcher used two hands to hold the 

chameleon in an outstretched position and a second researcher placed a flexible plastic 

ruler against the chameleon’s body. Additionally, I collected seven measurements (Figure 

1c,d) from the head region of each chameleon using digital calipers (accurate to the nearest 

0.1 mm). Head measurements were chosen based on a previou investigations of the 

relationship between morphology and bite force in chameleons (Measey et al. 2009), as 

well as personal observations regarding a potential relationship between jaw and casque 

width and bite force. In total, I took morphometric measurements of head length (HL), 

head height (HH), casque height (CH), lower jaw length (LJL), head width (HW), casque 

width (CW), and jaw width (JW). 

 

Bite force performance 

 To determine whether any links exist between bite force and the colors exhibited 

by chameleons to a standardized stimulus, as well as morphology, testosterone, or 

behavior, I measured the bite force of each of our 33 chameleons 3-5 days before the 

behavioral trials. Bite force was measured three times for each chameleon, and I used the 

maximum calculated bite force (see below) as a measure of individual biting power 
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(Anderson et al. 2008, Losos et al. 2002). Only vigorous bites were recorded and I 

discarded those with abnormally low readings (Losos et al. 2002, Vanhooydonck et al. 

2010). To quantify bite force, I used a miniature, low-profile load cell (Transducer 

Techniques®, Temecula, CA, USA) fitted between custom bite plates coated with rubber 

(Figure 1d) to protect the chameleons’ teeth when they bit down and to provide a 

compressible surface more similar to the biological matter (e.g. an opponent’s flank) that 

they might typically bite.  

 I began each bite force measurement by placing a chameleon in front of the bite 

plates. Frequently, the chameleons would readily open their mouths as a threatening 

behavior (in response to being handled), and in these cases I simply placed the bite plates 

into their open mouths and waited for the animal to bite down. Other individuals opened 

their mouths when touched lightly around the head. Additionally, for others I had to 

manually open their mouths and place them onto the bite plates. To examine the influence 

of our bite measurement protocol, including bite order and the amount of stimulation 

required to elicit bites from each chameleon, I used a linear mixed model created with the 

“lme4” package (Bates et al. 2014) in the R computing environment (R Core Team 2014). 

Our model included stimulation (scored as “handling”, “touching head”, or “mouth 

physically opened”), bite order (first, second, or third), and their interaction as fixed 

effects, as well as chameleon identity as a random effect. I interpreted the results of this 

model using the “afex” package (Singmann and Bolker 2014), also in R. Neither 

stimulation (F2,72.14 = 2.61, p = 0.08), bite order (F1,61.50 = 3.71, p = 0.06), nor their 

interaction (F2,69.30 = 1.71, p = 0.19) had a significant influence on bite force, though there 
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were non-significant tendencies for bite force to increase with bite order and with 

increased stimulation level. 

 To correct for differences in mechanical advantage (i.e. force amplification), and 

thus measured output of bite force, arising from differences in the specific location where 

chameleons bit down on the bite plates, I used a high-definition video camera to record 

each series of bites in profile (Figure 1d). Video recordings included a metric ruler placed 

in the same plane as the bite plates, which allowed us to make measurements of the 

chameleon’s head and bite location from still frames extracted from the videos of each 

bite event. Using the ruler within the extracted image to calibrate distance measurements, 

I was then able to measure the distance from the quadrate-articular jaw joint to the bite 

point (first point of contact between teeth and bite plate) using ImageJ (Schneider et al. 

2012) which allowed us to calculate the true force applied by a chameleon’s jaws using 

second order lever calculations (cf. Lappin et al. 2006b). 

   

Testosterone measurement 

 I measured circulating testosterone levels of chameleons following agonistic 

interactions with robochameleons using blood samples collected immediately (< 5 min) 

after each trial. Blood samples were collected following contests to minimize pre-trial 

stressors that might influence contest behavior. I collected blood samples from the caudal 

vein of each chameleon immediately after each behavioral trial using heparanized, 0.5 ml 

syringes. Blood samples were stored on ice until centrifugation, after which I froze plasma 

samples at -80° C until analysis.  
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 I measured plasma testosterone using commercially available enzyme-linked 

immunoassay (ELISA) kits (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY, USA) in accordance 

with manufacturer's instructions. All samples for this study were run on a single ELISA 

plate that included positive and negative controls and standards to create a standard curve. 

Plasma T levels were calculated for each chameleon from absorbance values. All 

standards and samples were run in duplicate (mean intra-sample coefficient of variation = 

6.37). Additionally, the slopes of a plasma dilution curve created by serially diluting 

chameleon plasma (10x – 100x) and that of the standard curve were statistically 

indistinguishable (F1,12 = 0.026, p = 0.89). 

 

Color measurement 

 I used digital photography to collect color and brightness data from chameleons 

during agonistic interactions with robochameleons following our previously published 

methods (Ligon and McGraw 2013). First, I analyzed video recordings of each aggression 

trial to determine visually the timing of rapid, agonistic color change bouts. I used 

photographs taken at approximately 4 second intervals during these color change bouts to 

quantify all color and color change variables. Second, I standardized photographs 

(ensuring equalization and linearization (Pike 2011, Stevens et al. 2007)) using a 

specialized color standard (ColourChecker Passport, X-Rite Photo) and a software plug-

in (PictoColour® inCamera™, PictoColour Software, Burnsville, MN) for Adobe 

Photoshop (Bergman and Beehner 2008). Third, I used specialized mapping functions 

(Pike 2011) to convert RGB (red, green, blue) values from standardized photographs to 

relative stimulation values of the chameleon photoreceptors (Bowmaker et al. 2005). 
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Fourth, I plotted each color in chameleon-specific colorspace designed to preserve 

perceptual distances (Pike 2012). For full details, see Supplementary Materials in (Ligon 

and McGraw 2013). 

 I focused my analyses on four color patches on the head and lateral stripes of each 

chameleon during agonistic interactions with robochameleons. Specifically, I chose two 

color patches on the vertical yellow body stripes and two locations on the heads 

(Supplementary Figure 1). These patches were chosen because their brightness and speed 

of color change were highly correlated with composite principal component (PC) scores 

collected from many, previously measured, locations within the same general body 

regions (Ligon and McGraw 2013) that predicted approach likelihood and fighting ability. 

For each color patch, I quantified the maximum brightness achieved (stimulation of 

chameleon double cones (Osorio and Vorobyev 2005)), the maximum speed of 

brightening, and the time it took (in sec) to achieve maximum brightness from the 

beginning of the trial. I also measured color change, as the distance between the start and 

end color during brightening bouts calculated within chameleon color space (in units of 

Just Noticeable Differences or JNDs), and the rate of color change (JND/sec). 

Furthermore, I quantified maximum chroma for each color patch, and the hue at the point 

of maximum chromaticity. Maximum chroma was determined for each patch as the 

farthest point a given color travelled from the achromatic center of chameleon colorspace 

and hue was calculated as the angle of the vector connecting the achromatic center and a 

given color's location within colorspace at the time of maximum chromaticity (Endler and 

Mielke 2005, Stoddard and Prum 2008). 
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  To reduce the number of variables in our analyses I standardized each variable (x̅ 

= 0, SD = 1) and averaged the colorimetric data for each body region (i.e. for the stripe 

region and for the head region). Thus, I created average values for brightness, maximum 

brightening speed, time to reach maximum brightness, color change (chromatic distance 

traveled), speed of color change (i.e. movement through chameleon color space), 

maximum chroma, and hue at maximum chroma for both the stripe and head regions. 

 

 

Statistical analyses 

Data preparation and investigation 

 Following prior recommendations (Zuur et al. 2010), I first evaluated the data for 

possible outliers using Cleveland plots. I then checked our data for homogeneity of 

variance using plots of residuals vs. fitted values, and assessed normality of residuals via 

visual inspection of Q-Q plots. Next, all variables were standardized to a mean of zero 

and a standard deviation of one (Schielzeth 2010) to facilitate direct comparisons of 

parameter estimates. 

  

Information-theoretic model averaging approach 

 I used Akaike's information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc) to 

evaluate all statistical models (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Specifically, I modeled 

relationships examining continuous variables (testosterone, bite force, aggression scores) 

using linear models and relationships examining approach likelihood using generalized 

linear models (approach as a binary response variable, binomial error structures). I 
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evaluated our complete dataset (n = 33) usingnmodels with three or fewer predictor 

variables (following rule of thumb described in (Bolker et al. 2009, Harrell Jr. 2001)). 

Because not all chameleons underwent color change displays during aggressive 

interactions (n = 13), thereby reducing our sample size, I limited analysis of color change 

models to those with two or fewer predictor variables. 

 Though multiple models may be well-supported within an information-theoretic 

framework, evaluating the relative importance of specific variables is still possible using 

model averaging approaches (Burnham and Anderson 2002, Burnham et al. 2010). Model 

averaging allows researchers to incorporate parameter estimates from multiple models, 

each weighted by the support for that model (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Thus, 

parameter estimates from well-supported models will contribute relatively more to multi-

model parameter estimates. Information-theoretic approaches can generally provide 

accurate parameter estimates when confronted with collinearity among predictor 

variables, but I omitted additive models that included highly correlated variables (r > 0.7) 

because of the increased variance among parameter estimates when models include highly 

correlated predictors (Freckleton 2010). 

 The use of multiple models also allowed us to calculate relative importance (RI) 

values for each predictor variable within a given model set. Specifically, I calculated RI 

values by summing the Akaike weights (wi) for all models in which that variable 

appeared. Akaike weights for a given set of models sum to 1, so RI values range from 0 

to 1 (where RI values near 0 indicate variables that occur infrequently or in poorly-

supported models and RI values near 1 indicate variables frequently represented in well-

supported models). RI values were calculated from 95% confidence sets, for which the 
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cumulative Akaike weight was ~0.95 indicating a 95% probability that the best model was 

within this set, or from the models that had lower AICc scores than the null model 

containing no predictor variables. 

 All statistical analyses were conducted within the R computing environment (R 

Core Team 2014). Additionally, model selection was performed using the MuMIn 

package in R (Barton 2013), and forest plots of parameter estimates and 95% confidence 

intervals using the Gmisc package in R (Gordon 2014). 
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RESULTS 

Of the 33 veiled chameleons I allowed to interact with robotic chameleon models, 

13 individuals engaged in rapid brightening displays directed toward the robochameleon 

(39%). There was a strong association between brightening and the likelihood of 

approaching the robotic opponent (GLMM with binomial error distribution and 

chameleon ID included as a random effect; z = 2.84, p = 0.004, odds ratio=14.40), 

indicating that brightening chameleons were 14 times more likely to approach the 

robochameleon than individuals that did not brighten. In the analyses described below, I 

evaluated relationships between morphology, testosterone, bite force, and behavior for all 

chameleons, but were forced to restrict colorimetric analyses to the subset of chameleons 

(n = 13) that displayed active color change directed at the standardized robotic chameleon. 

 

(A) All chameleons 

(i) Morphological predictors of testosterone & bite force 

 Preliminary analysis of collinearity between morphological variables revealed 

high degrees of correlation between multiple traits (Supplementary Table 2). However, 

our multiple model investigation omitted any models containing highly correlated (r > 

0.7) traits to minimize the effect that multicollinearity might have on the variance of 

parameter estimates. Evaluation of this set of models including only uncorrelated 

morphological predictor variables yielded no clear model as the best predictor of post-trial 

circulating testosterone concentration (Supplementary Table 3). However, multi-model 

averaging uncovered jaw width as the best predictor of circulating testosterone levels (RI 

= 0.63), with body mass (RI = 0.37) also being somewhat important (Fig 2a). Specifically, 
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chameleons with narrower jaws (F1,31 = 12.08, p = 0.001, R2 = 0.28; Figure 2b) and smaller 

body masses (F1,31 = 10.23, p = 0.003, R2 = 0.25) had higher plasma testosterone levels.  

 Our analyses of the morphological predictors associated with maximum bite force, 

again using multiple model inference, yielded no clear best model (Supplementary Table 

4). However, every model within our 95% confidence set contained casque width as a 

predictor of bite force. Hence, casque width (RI = 1.0) was by far the best predictor of the 

maximum bite force of male veiled chameleons (Figure 2c); chameleons with wider 

casques had more forceful bites (F1,30 = 15.16, p = 0.0005, R2 = 0.34; Figure 2d). 

 

(ii) Phenotypic characters (morphological variables, bite force, testosterone) and i) 

likelihood of approach and ii) peak aggression 

 Only a single model exploring the importance of phenotypic characters on the 

likelihood of approaching the robotic chameleon performed better than the null model 

(Supplementary Table 5). This model had SVL as the single predictor of approach 

likelihood, with longer chameleons exhibiting a non-significant tendency towards being 

more likely to approach the robotic chameleon (Figure 3a; z = 1.74, p = 0.08, odds ratio = 

2.29). 

 Our multiple model approach examining the relationship between phenotypic 

characters and peak aggression revealed six models that performed better than the null 

model (Supplementary Table 6). Evaluating only these models, I found that SVL was 

present in every model giving it the highest possible relative importance (RI = 1.0; Figure 

3b). Specifically, chameleons that were longer exhibited higher peak aggression scores 

towards robotic chameleons (F1,30 = 4.23, p = 0.048, R2 = 0.12). 
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(B) Brightening chameleons 

(i) Colorimetric predictors of testosterone & bite force 

 Though several color metrics were highly correlated (Supplementary Table 7), I 

restricted our models to those containing only uncorrelated variables. Two models linking 

color change and circulating testosterone performed better than the null model, both 

containing the maximum brightening speed as an explanatory variable (maximum stripe 

brightening speed RI = 1.0; Figure 4a, Supplementary Table 8). Chameleons that 

brightened more quickly had lower testosterone levels (F1,11 = 6.42, p = 0.028, R2 = 0.37; 

Figure 4b). 

 Analyzing the relationship between color metrics and bite force, I found that all 

14 models that performed better than the null model contained the time to reach maximum 

stripe brightness as an explanatory variable (Supplementary Table 9; time to maximum 

stripe brightness RI = 1.0; Figure 4c); chameleons that reached maximum stripe brightness 

more quickly exhibited greater bite forces (F1,11 = 13.53, p = 0.004, R2 = 0.55; Figure 4d). 

 

(ii) Relative value of colorimetic and phenotypic (testosterone, bite force, and 

morphology) variables in predicting i) likelihood of approach and ii) peak aggression

  

 In an attempt to determine the relative importance of all color change and 

phenotypic variables in predicting the aggressive behavior of chameleons during agnostic 

trials with a robotic chameleon stimulus, I again used a multiple model averaging 

approach. 
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 Our multimodel approach revealed that 25 models performed better than the null 

model in predicting the likelihood of a chameleon approaching the robotic chameleon 

(Supplementary Table 10), and the variable with the highest relative importance was stripe 

hue (RI = 0.83; Figure 5a). This variable had a marginally significant influence on the 

likelihood that a chameleon would approach the robotic chameleon (Figure 5b; z = 1.91, 

p = 0.056, odds ratio = 6.53), such that chameleons with larger stripe hue values (more 

yellow, less orange) were more likely to approach the robotic chameleon.  

 Additionally, our multimodel approach revealed that only three models performed 

better than the null model in predicting the peak aggression scores displayed by 

chameleons towards the robotic chameleons (Supplementary Table 11). Within these 

models, the variable with the highest relative importance was maximum stripe brightness 

(RI = 0.60; Figure 5c); chameleons with brighter stripes exhibited more aggression (F1,11 

= 6.54, p = 0.027, R2 = 0.37; Figure 5d). 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study, I uncovered links among morphology, physiology, performance, and 

contest behavior (discussed below), though stronger, more statistically robust links were 

revealed between display colorimetrics and these same values. Specifically, the proportion 

of variance in testosterone, bite force, approach behavior, and overall aggression 

explained by colorimetric variables was, in every case, higher than that explained by 

morphological cues. Thus, a veiled chameleon in an aggressive interaction with a 

conspecific can get an excellent idea of his opponent's potential for inflicting injury and 

winning the aggressive interaction by paying attention to the rapid color change signals 

produced by that opponent.  

 

Physiological color change signals  

Latency to maximum brightness signals biting…and fighting? 

The strongest correlate of maximum chameleon bite force, and thus the ability to 

inflict serious damage in an aggressive interaction, was the time it took for a chameleon 

to reach maximum brightness (Figure 4c,d), which explained 55 percent of the variation 

in bite force. Latency to reach maximum stripe brightness could be interpreted as a 

measure of motivation, where more-highly motivated chameleons initiated color change 

more quickly during agonistic encounters, reaching maximum brightness values earlier. 

Is it possible then, that motivation underlies the relationship between brightness latency 

and bite force, with highly aggressive/motivated chameleons changing color more quickly 

and bite force simply reflecting aggression rather than performance capability? If so, we 

should expect differences in the bite force between the chameleons that brightened 
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towards the robochameleon and those that did not. However, such a difference did not 

exist (two sample t-test, t30.03 = -1.18, p = 0.245) suggesting that, while chameleons 

displaying earlier in a behavioral interaction do indeed bite harder than those that wait, 

these differences in bite force reflect real variation in performance. Because bite-force is 

known to have strong links to fighting ability and dominance in other lizards (Husak et al. 

2006, Lailvaux and Irschick 2007), it seems likely that variation in bite force is also related 

to fighting ability in veiled chameleons. We were not able to test this possibility in the 

current study because it simply does not make sense to evaluate fighting ability against an 

artificial chameleon model. However, if hard-biting chameleons fared better in previous 

aggressive interactions as a consequence of their biting ability, these winning experiences 

could partially account for the observed differences in latency to maximum brightness 

because prior success decreases display and attack latency in a number of other species 

(Adamo and Hoy 1995, Martinez et al. 20AD, Oyegbile and Marler 2005). 

 

Testosterone and maximum speed of brightening 

Among chameleons that exhibited aggressive color changes towards the 

robochameleon, those with higher testosterone levels brightened more slowly (on their 

heads) than chameleons with lower testosterone levels (Figure 4a, b). Because circulating 

testosterone levels of lizards do not necessarily change following agonistic encounters 

(McEvoy et al. 2015, Moore 1987), this correlation hints at an 'organizational' effect of 

testosterone (e.g. where dermal chromatophores respond differently based on pre-existing 

differences in testosterone) rather than an 'activational' one (e.g. where chameleons rely 

on testosterone to brighten more quickly, temporarily depleting testosterone levels). 
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Perhaps testosterone impedes brightening due a similar mechanism underlying the 

darkening induced in Rana pipiens skin when exposed to testosterone (Himes and Hadley 

1971). Regardless of the specific mechanisms linking brightening rate and testosterone, 

interpreting a signaling function of this correlation is difficult and, at this point, I have no 

straightforward explanation for the negative relationship between brightening speed and 

testosterone. 

 

Aggressive behavior and stripe colorimetrics 

Veiled chameleons whose stripes became brighter (higher maximum brightness 

values) were more aggressive towards robotic chameleon models, a finding largely 

consistent with, though not identical to, our earlier work. Previously, I found that 

chameleons displaying brighter stripes were more likely to approach their opponents 

during agonistic encounters (Ligon and McGraw 2013), though I did not quantify a 

composite metric of overall aggression as in the current experiment. Hence, the fact that I 

uncovered similar results linking stripe brightness to aggression in an experiment where 

the influence of receiver responsiveness was minimized suggests that stripe brightness 

contains information linked to the displaying chameleon independent of the particular 

social context in which these stripes are displayed. Bright display colors have been linked 

to aggression and dominance in numerous other taxa (e.g. (Crothers et al. 2011, Martín 

and López 2009, Penteriani et al. 2007)), though the signals explored to date have not 

been as temporally flexible as those displayed by chameleons. Brightness contrasts 

improve general conspicuousness and motion detection (Kelber et al. 2003, Persons et al. 

1999), so one advantage of using a brightness-based signal may be to increase visibility 
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and detectability – which can in-turn influence success in male-male competitions 

(Marchetti 1993). Bright skin may also signal aggression, at least in part, because it is the 

exact opposite of the dark appearance used by males of this species to signal submission 

(Ligon 2014).  

I also found a relationship between stripe hue and the likelihood that a chameleon 

would approach the robotic chameleon model, suggesting that there is information 

contained within the specific color of the stripes (in addition to the brightness and timing 

of maximum brightness). Competitive ability has been linked to specific colors and hues 

in diverse taxa (e.g. (Martín and López 2009, Pryke and Andersson 2003, Siefferman and 

Hill 2005, Steffen and Guyer 2014)), though the specific color attributes that signal 

competitive ability are highly variable among species. The diversity of color signals 

associated with agonistic signaling is not surprising, however, because each species' life-

history, environment, and perceptual abilities will influence signal design and 

conspicuousness (e.g. (Stuart-Fox and Moussalli 2008, Stuart-Fox et al. 2007)). Perhaps 

yellow signals, associated an increased likelihood of approaching the robochameleon in 

the present study, provide optimal detection probabilities in the natural habitats of veiled 

chameleons and have consequently been favored by selection. Additionally, it is also 

possible that the physiological machinery or pigments associated with yellower stripes are 

linked mechanistically to aggression. A better understanding of the biochemical and 

structural mechanisms of these colorful stripes will undoubtedly lead to new insights 

regarding the information content of chameleon color signals (Teyssier et al. 2015). 
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Morphology, physiology, performance, and behavior 

Casque morphology and bite force 

Casque height is positively correlated with fighting success in Labord's 

chameleons Furcifer labordi (Karsten et al. 2009) and Cape dwarf chameleons 

Bradypodion pumilum (Stuart-Fox et al. 2006). Additionally, casque height has been 

linked to bite force in B. pumilum (Measey et al. 2009), suggesting functional, 

performance-based benefits associated with taller casques. However, I found no links 

between casque height and bite force in veiled chameleons and instead uncovered a strong 

link between casque width and maximum biting strength. This relationship makes sense 

when you consider that jaw musculature influences bite force (Lappin et al. 2006a) and 

casque width in veiled chameleons is directly linked to lateral jaw adductor musculature 

(R. Fisher, pers. comm.), which should enable greater bite force. Differences in casque 

morphology (e.g. shape, relative height, muscle attachment points (Rieppel 1981)) are 

likely responsible for the observed differences between dwarf and veiled chameleons with 

respect to the relationship between casque height and biting ability.  

Given the absence of a link between casque height and bite force in veiled 

chameleons, why does this species exhibit the tallest casque (Hillenius 1966) of any 

chameleon species? I suggest that social selection has favored extreme casques in male 

veiled chameleons because such casques present a larger surface area for signaling via 

rapid color change. I have previously demonstrated that head-specific color changes are 

linked with fighting success in this species (Ligon and McGraw 2013), and larger casques 

may therefore provide more efficient or reliable means of communicating this information 

(I did not measure fighting success in the present study). Consistent with the idea that 
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social selection pressures may favor the exaggeration of casque height as a social signal 

in chameleons, rather than as a means of increasing bite force, casque size in male warty 

chameleons Furcifer verrucosus is four times more important for predicting mating 

success than fighting success (Karsten et al. 2009).  

 

Aggression and body length 

Differences in size, motivation, or fighting ability are predicted to influence 

contest behavior (Archer 1988, Austad 1983, Parker 1974). Thus, the direction of our 

results, where longer chameleons showed a trend towards being more likely to approach 

the robochameleon and were slightly more aggressive towards it, are not surprising. 

However, the weakness of the relationships between morphology and aggression in our 

study was somewhat unexpected. Body size can influence the likelihood of winning 

aggressive interactions for some lizard species (Aragón et al. 2005, Sacchi et al. 2009, 

Umbers et al. 2012), including two species of Madagascan chameleons (Karsten et al. 

2009), and larger combatants are expected to incur reduced costs in agonistic encounters 

with smaller opponents (Austad 1983). Yet, for neither veiled chameleons (Ligon and 

McGraw 2013) nor Cape dwarf chameleons (Stuart-Fox et al. 2006) does body mass 

appear to be an important predictor of contest success. Bite force is not related to SVL 

(F1,30 = 0.23, p = 0.64) or body mass (F1,30 = 0.22, p = 0.64) in veiled chameleons, hence 

selection is likely acting primarily on weapon performance (Lappin and Husak 2005) and 

signaling efficacy (Stuart-Fox and Moussalli 2008) rather than body size in this system. 

Jaw width, body mass, and testosterone 
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Chameleons that were less massive and had narrower jaws circulated higher levels 

of testosterone after agonistic encounters. Because body mass and jaw width are highly 

correlated (Supplementary Table 2), it is likely that the same causal factor(s) underlie both 

relationships. Given the positive links frequently documented between testosterone and 

muscle development in numerous vertebrates (Herbst and Bhasin 2004, Norris 2007), 

these results were unexpected (though this relationship is not universal, see (Husak and 

Irschick 2009)). However, I measured testosterone and morphology in adult chameleons, 

putatively after the majority of growth had been completed. Consequently, the 

relationships I uncovered may have arisen because of the influence of testosterone on adult 

animals, specifically with respect to metabolism and activity levels. Experimental 

testosterone implants can cause significant mass losses in male mountain spiny lizards 

Sceloporus jarrovi (Klukowski et al. 2004), northern fence lizards Sceloporus undulatus 

hyacinthinus (Klukowski and Nelson 2001), and sand lizards Lacerta agilis (Olsson et al. 

2000). In at least the case of mountain spiny lizards, these experimental manipulations 

also resulted in increased activity levels for implanted males. Though I do not have the 

data to evaluate whether activity levels or time budget differed among chameleons in our 

captive study population, this is at least one potential mechanism mediating the observed 

negative relationship between testosterone and body mass/jaw width.  
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Conclusions 

Color signals have evolved as efficient means of communicating information 

about developmental conditions (Walker et al. 2013), foraging ability (Senar and Escobar 

2002), health (Martín and López 2009), testosterone (Laucht et al. 2010, McGraw et al. 

2006), and fighting ability (Whiting et al. 2006), and their value as informative signals, 

while dependent upon their pigmentary or structural basis (Hill and McGraw 2006, 

Teyssier et al. 2015), is a consequence of the numerous and varied factors that influence 

their expression (Grether et al. 2004). Here, I provide new evidence that the information-

content and complexity of the information conveyed via ornamental colors increases when 

rapid color change, brought about by the dynamic reorganization of pigmentary or 

structural components within the dermal chromatophore (Teyssier et al. 2015), takes place 

within the time-frame of a given social interaction. Specifically, I document that the speed 

of brightening, timing of maximum brightness, and the brightness and hue of colorful 

patches used by displaying chameleons to mediate competitive interactions communicate 

information about physiological status, physical performance, and aggression. The 

complexity and potential information content of such signals increases markedly when 

organisms can display rapid, context-specific variation in colorful ornaments and the 

study of rapid color change signals is therefore a ripe field for new explorations into the 

functions, mechanisms, and evolutionary origins of multi-component signal types. 

. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOCIAL COSTS OF DYNAMIC COLOR SIGNALS 

 

ABSTRACT 

 Animal signals must contain reliable information to remain evolutionarily stable, 

and the costs associated with the production, maintenance, or display of different signals 

prevent individuals from signaling dishonestly (i.e. 'bluffing'). In contrast to performance, 

handicap, or indicator signals, conventional signals have low production costs and are 

thought to be maintained primarily by social enforcement. Using an experimental 

manipulation of external color, we tested the idea that the honesty of chameleon display 

coloration is maintained by social costs. In concordance with this hypothesis, we found 

that dishonestly signaling chameleons, those whose behavior did not match their 

externally manipulated appearance, received higher levels of aggression than their 

honestly signaling counterparts. Interestingly, the stress hormone corticosterone was 

lower in chameleons when facing dishonest opponents than when facing honestly 

signaling individuals, suggesting a potential link between hormones and trial behavior. 

This is the first demonstration that the honesty of rapid physiological color change signals 

are maintained by differentially high levels of aggression directed towards dishonestly 

signaling individuals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Animal signals are wildly diverse, yet all signals must contain reliable information 

to remain evolutionarily stable (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998, Enquist 1985, Grafen 

1990, Johnstone 1997, Maynard Smith and Harper 2003, Searcy and Nowicki 2005a). 

When the interests of signalers and receivers are aligned, as in the case of related 

individuals, minimal enforcement mechanisms are required to ensure signal honesty 

(Searcy and Nowicki 2005b). However, when animals with different interests rely on 

signals to mediate social interactions, costs and constraints of signal production, 

maintenance, or display are required to preserve signal reliability (Grafen 1990, Maynard 

Smith and Harper 2003, Zahavi 1975). Though the specific costs vary with different 

classes of signals, costs should generally prevent low-quality individuals from dishonestly 

signaling high-quality, or "bluffing" (Grafen 1990, Maynard Smith and Harper 1988).  

Conventional signals are commonly used by animals to minimize the costs 

associated with competition over limited resources. Unlike performance, handicap, and 

indicator signals (Kodric-Brown and Brown 1984, Zahavi 1975), conventional signals 

usually have low production costs and are arbitrarily linked to the signaled quality 

(Guilford and Dawkins 1995, Hurd and Enquist 2005, Senar 1999). The absence of a direct 

cost limiting the production of conventional signals would leave them open to invasion 

by dishonest 'cheaters', unless there was some other means of ensuring signal honesty 

(Owens and Hartley 1991). A key hypothesis regarding the function, evolution, and 

maintenance of conventional signals is that the costs that keep these signals honest come 

in the form of social policing, whereby conspecifics impose significant punishment costs 

on dishonest individuals (Caryl 1982, Molles and Vehrencamp 2001, Moynihan 1982, 
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Rohwer 1975, 1977; Tibbetts and Dale 2004, Tibbetts and Izzo 2010). The physiological 

mechanisms underlying punishment of cheaters have yet to be investigated in any taxon. 

When signal production is well-understood, concrete predictions can be made 

regarding the processes maintaining signal honesty (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998, 

Hurd and Enquist 2005, Maynard Smith and Harper 2003, Searcy and Nowicki 2005a). 

Some signals, however, are extremely complex and regulated by multiple processes, such 

that the costs maintaining their honesty are unclear. Dynamic color changes represent one 

such class of signals, where the flexibility of rapid color change allows individuals to 

display different color signals under different conditions (Muske and Fernald 1987, 

O’Connor et al. 1999, Summers and Greenberg 1994). This plasticity suggests that color 

change signals may have low production costs, as do a number of behavioral displays 

(Matsumasa et al. 2013, Oberweger and Goller 2001, Ward et al. 2004, Weiner et al. 2009) 

(but see (Brandt 2003, Kotiaho et al. 1998, Matsumasa and Murai 2005, Ryan 1988)). In 

contrast, the colors revealed during dynamic color change displays are a product of 

pigmentary and structural elements (Cooper and Greenberg 1992, Teyssier et al. 2015), 

which may be physiologically costly to obtain or produce (e.g. (Kemp 2008, McGraw 

2006)). Because of the dual nature of physiological color change signals, it is currently 

unknown whether the honesty and reliability of rapid color-change signals are maintained 

by production costs, social costs, or some combination of the two.  

Here, we test the hypothesis that social costs are an important mechanism 

maintaining the honesty of the dynamic color change signals used by chameleons to 

mediate social interactions. Widely known for cryptic color changes (Stuart-fox et al. 

2006), many species of chameleon (Squamata: Chameleonidae) exhibit dramatic 
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chromatic shifts during conspecific displays (Nečas 1999), and comparative evidence 

suggests that selection for conspicuous signals has driven the evolution of display 

coloration in some chameleon groups (Stuart-Fox and Moussalli 2008, Stuart-Fox et al. 

2007). Additionally, recent investigations incorporating photographic and analytical tools 

(Bergman and Beehner 2008, Pike 2011, 2012; Stevens et al. 2007) with chameleon-

specific visual models (Bowmaker et al. 2005) have begun to shed light on the specific 

signaling functions of dynamic color changes used by male veiled chameleons Chamaeleo 

calyptratus during agonistic interactions. Generally speaking, bright display coloration 

serves as a signal of aggression and fighting ability (Ligon and McGraw 2013), whereas 

dark coloration serves as a signal of submission (Ligon 2014). 

In this study, we experimentally uncoupled chameleon color expression from the 

typically associated behavioral displays by painting individuals to mimic the two ends of 

the aggression-submission color spectrum used by veiled chameleons during agonistic 

displays (Ligon and McGraw 2013, Ligon 2014). Specifically, we manipulated the 

external coloration of male chameleons using customized paints, staged dyadic 

competitions between painted individuals and unfamiliar chameleons, and recorded 

behavioral responses and hormone levels of the unfamiliar, unpainted opponents. 

Manipulated chameleons were painted with either the i) bright colors used by aggressively 

displaying individuals or ii) the dark colors exhibited by submissive chameleons, then 

allowed to interact with their unpainted opponents. Because individuals who under-report 

or exaggerate ('Trojans' (Owens and Hartley 1991) and 'bluffers' (Gardner and Morris 

1989), respectively) their aggression or fighting ability relative to their signal expression 

are expected to experience greater social costs during competitive interactions than 
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honestly signaling individuals (Enquist 1985, Rohwer 1977), we predicted that 'dishonest' 

(bright-submissive and dark-aggressive) chameleons would experience more aggression 

than 'honest' (bright-aggressive and dark-submissive) chameleons. Additionally, we 

predicted that the hormonal responses of unpainted chameleons would mirror any 

differential aggression exhibited towards mismatched opponents and that facing such 

opponents would result in increased corticosterone levels. 

 

METHODS 

Study species and husbandry 

Veiled chameleons are territorial, arboreal lizards native to southwestern Arabia 

(Nečas 1999). Veiled chameleons use rapid color changes to communicate during 

intraspecific interactions (Kelso and Verrell 2002, Ligon and McGraw 2013, Ligon 2014, 

Nečas 1999), and males typically display aggressive behaviors toward one another when 

they come into contact. In addition to behavioral and morphological changes, aggression 

is conveyed by rapid brightening (Ligon and McGraw 2013) and submission is conveyed 

by rapid darkening during male-male contests (Ligon 2014). 

 

Our chameleons, obtained from feral populations and a private breeder in Florida, USA, 

were housed individually in opaque-walled cages containing a variety of perches and 

climbing substrates. All cages were located in a temperature-controlled vivarium at 

Arizona State University, and each cage was equipped with a UV light source and heat 

lamp. Additional housing and husbandry details can be found in (McCartney et al. 2014). 
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Aggression trials 

To attempt to better understand the relative importance of display coloration and 

behavior in modulating intraspecific aggression, we staged a series of aggressive, dyadic 

encounters using 36 adult male veiled chameleons. In each trial, one chameleon was 

painted (see Chameleon color manipulation below) to appear either i) brightly colored 

(aggressive) or ii) darkly colored (submissive) and one chameleon was unmanipulated. 

Each painted chameleon participated in two encounters as the experimentally manipulated 

participant, one in which they were painted bright to appear aggressive and one in which 

they were painted dark to appear submissive. Trials in which a given chameleon 

participated as the painted individual were separated by 2-7 days. The order of paint 

treatment was balanced such that half of the painted chameleons were painted bright first 

and half of the chameleons painted dark first. Each of the two fights in which a painted 

chameleon participated was against a size-matched, novel, unpainted opponent.  

Overall, we conducted 54 aggression trials using 27 painted chameleons. The 54 

total contests were conducted in two rounds that were 2.5 months apart to allow time for 

chameleons painted in the first round to complete ecdysis and serve, if necessary, as 

unmanipulated chameleons in the second round. The first round consisted of 36 contests, 

in which 18 chameleons served as painted chameleons, and the second round consisted of 

18 trials, in which 9 previously unpainted chameleons served as painted chameleons (i.e. 

painted chameleons experienced both treatments within a single round).  

Agonistic trials were conducted similarly to those previously conducted (Ligon 

and McGraw 2013, Ligon 2014). Briefly, we measured the body mass of each chameleon 

before placing them on opposite, visually-isolated sides of the trial arena, where they were 
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allowed to acclimate for 5 minutes before we removed a central divider and began the 

trial. Trials were recorded using Panasonic HDC-TM 700 video cameras (Osaka, Japan), 

which we also used to take still photographs of each chameleon throughout the trials 

(concurrent with video recording). Trials were conducted for 10 minutes or until the losing 

chameleon retreated from his opponent twice. Additionally, we stopped one trial because 

chameleon combatants were in a precarious position that, if left unattended, may have 

increased the likelihood of injury. 

 

Chameleon color manipulation 

We used six colors of non-toxic acrylic paint (Golden Artist Colors Inc, New 

Berlin, NY) to mimic natural chameleon display coloration (Figure 7). Five of the colors 

we used were custom mixtures of paint designed to match naturally occurring colors, and 

one color (white) was unmixed (i.e. straight from the bottle). Each paint mixture was 

measured with a UV-Vis reflectance spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) and 

compared to a series of representative spectra taken from displaying chameleons using 

chameleon-specific visual models. To compare the chromatic match between real and 

artificial colors, the spectral sensitivity of four classes of chameleon photoreceptors 

(Bowmaker et al. 2005) were incorporated into visual models (Vorobyev and Osorio 

1998) and discriminability was calculated in units of Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs). 

Additionally, we calculated achromatic discriminability following Siddiqi et al. (2004). 

Five of our six paints 'matched' chameleon coloration with chromatic contrasts less than 

1.0 JND, the theoretical threshold for discrimination, but the dark green paint mixture had 

lower fidelity to real chameleon green. Specifically, this paint was 1.11 JNDs from natural 
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chameleon green and therefore had the potential to be noticeably different to a chameleon 

under ideal conditions. All six colors had achromatic contrasts less than 1.0 JND. 

To facilitate detailed paint application to the intricate stripes and patches of 

chameleon body color, each to-be-painted chameleon was temporarily anesthetized using 

inhaled isoflurane. Each paint was applied to the relevant body regions of a given 

chameleon in an attempt to manipulate only the coloration displayed while leaving 

individual-specific body patterning unchanged (Figure 8). We applied enough paint to 

anesthetized chameleons that the painted surfaces were opaque and not, therefore, 

influenced by changes in underlying skin color. Additionally, we did not paint legs or the 

areas around the mouths, nostrils, and eyes. The entire painting process took 30-45 min 

per chameleon, and chameleons were returned to their visually isolated home cages 

following the procedure to prevent any social feedback based on their appearance prior to 

behavioral trials. Painted chameleons always had at least 24 hours to recover from painting 

prior to participation in a contest. 

 

Behavioral quantification 

Two trained observers used a customized version of the open-source behavior 

logging software CowLog (Hänninen and Pastell 2009) to record chameleon behaviors 

during aggressive interactions. Observers quantified numerous behaviors (Supplementary 

Table 15), which allowed us to calculate inter-observer repeatability (Lessells and Boag 

1987) for 16 quantified behavioral metrics (Supplementary Table 15). Repeatability of the 

quantified behavioral metrics among the two observers was high (mean = 0.85, median = 

0.92), so we used averaged behavior values in all subsequent analyses.  
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For each trial, we determined whether unpainted chameleons approached their 

painted opponents and whether they exhibited any class of attack (any instance of fighting, 

biting, lunging, attacking, or knocking; Supplementary Table 15). Additionally, we 

calculated a total aggression score for each painted chameleon based on the frequency and 

associated weights of behaviors (sensu (Karsten et al. 2009, Ligon 2014)). We assigned 

weights to each behavior based on presumed costliness, with more costly/aggressive 

behaviors receiving higher values (Supplementary Table 15). Because we were interested 

in the social costs inflicted by unpainted chameleons on painted recipients, and not in 

determining an overall metric of all contest behaviors, we did not assign negative weights 

to submissive behaviors when determining overall aggression scores (Ligon 2014). Lastly, 

we used the behaviors exhibited by trial participants to qualify the 'winners' and 'losers' of 

each trial. Losing chameleons were those that retreated (exhibiting directed movement 

away from their opponent) at some point during the trial, and not every trial had a 

definitive winner and loser. In exactly half of the trials we were able to assign a winner 

and loser, and all subsequent analyses were conducted on this subset of definitive trials (n 

= 27). 

 

Hormonal analyses 

To measure circulating testosterone and corticosterone levels of unpainted 

chameleons following agonistic interactions, we collected blood samples from the caudal 

vein immediately (<5 min) after each behavioral trial using heparanized, 0.5 ml syringes. 

Blood samples were stored on ice until centrifugation, after which we froze plasma 

samples at -80° C until analysis.  
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We measured plasma testosterone and corticosterone using commercially 

available enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) kits (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, 

NY, USA) in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. Standard curves were obtained 

for each assay using standards of known concentration, and chameleon hormone levels 

were calculated from absorbance values. All standards and samples were run in duplicate. 

We previously documented the efficacy of these kits for measuring testosterone in 

chameleon blood samples (Chapter 1) and, in the present study, we validated the 

corticosterone kits as well. Specifically, we found that the slope of the dilution curve that 

we created by serially diluting chameleon plasma and measuring corticosterone 

concentrations was statistically indistinguishable from that of the standard curve (F1,10 = 

0, p = 0.99). Additionally, we calculated the intra-sample coefficient of variation using 

the Bd/Bo ratio for both testosterone and corticosterone and found these values to be 3.40 

and 3.08, respectively. 

 

Statistical analyses 

All analyses were conducted in the R computing environment (R Core Team 

2014). We employed linear mixed models to analyze the factors that influenced 

continuous response variables (i.e. aggression received, hormone levels) and generalized 

linear mixed models to analyze the factors that influenced binomial response variables 

(i.e. was the painted chameleon ever approached, was the painted chameleon ever 

attacked). For both model types we included chameleon identity as a random effect. 

Additionally, we used the “mixed” function in the afex package (Singmann and Bolker 

2014) to fit mixed models and calculate p-values. We also used the "r.squaredGLMM" 
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function in the MuMIn package (Barton 2013) to estimate both marginal and conditional 

R2 values (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013). Marginal R2 (Rm
2) values represent variance 

explained by fixed factors, while conditional R2 (Rc
2) values provide information about 

the variance explained by the complete model (both fixed and random factors; Nakagawa 

and Schielzeth 2013).  

 

RESULTS 

Aggressive behavior 

In the 27 contests with a definitive outcome, the model that best explained the 

likelihood that an unpainted chameleon approached his painted opponent included the 

painted chameleon's treatment (bright or dark), whether or not the painted chameleon 

approached the unpainted chameleon, and their interaction (Table 12; Rm
2 = 0.68, Rc

2 = 

1.00). When behavior and appearance were mismatched for painted chameleons, the 

likelihood that they would be approached by unpainted chameleons significantly 

increased (Figure 9a). Similarly, the model including the interaction between opponent 

treatment and approach behavior best explained the likelihood that an unpainted 

chameleon would attack his painted opponent (Table 12), though this model had 

extremely low predictive power when not accounting for painted chameleon identity (Rm
2 

= 0.01, Rc
2 = 1.00). Again, chameleons whose color treatment and aggressive behavior 

were mismatched (i.e. colorful males who were subordinate or drab males who were 

dominant) were more likely to be attacked than chameleons whose manipulated color 

matched their behavior (Figure 9b). 
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In trials with a definitive outcome, the overall level of aggression that a chameleon 

received from his opponent was strongly influenced by the interaction between his paint 

treatment (painted bright or dark) and approach behavior (Table 13). Specifically, bright, 

non-approaching chameleons and dark, approaching chameleons received a higher level 

of aggression than their painted counterparts whose painted coloration matched their 

behavior (Figure 10). In fact, the most aggression received by any painted chameleon was 

directed at a dark painted, approaching chameleon (opponent aggression = 71.5). We kept 

this data point in the analysis because our investigation specifically set out to uncover all 

costs associated with signal mismatches, however, we also ran the analysis excluding this 

point. When this high-aggression data point was removed from the analysis, only the 

influence of painted chameleon approach behavior remained significant (Supplementary 

Table 16). Overall, the combination of paint treatment and approach behavior explained 

15% of the variation in opponent aggression, a figure that rose to 76% when individual 

identity was included as a random effect (Rm
2 = 0.15, Rc

2 = 0.76). 

 

Did opponent behavior and paint treatment influence steroid hormone levels? 

To maximize the likelihood of detecting patterns relating unpainted chameleon 

hormone levels, we restricted our analyses to unpainted chameleons that participated in 

trials with a definitive outcome. We found that the testosterone levels of unpainted 

chameleons were influenced by opponent paint treatment but not by approach behavior or 

by the interaction between these two variables (Table 14). Specifically, testosterone levels 

were higher in chameleons facing dark painted opponents. Although there was a 

significant influence of paint treatment on chameleon testosterone, with chameleons 
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facing dark painted opponents exhibiting higher testosterone levels, the amount of 

variation explained by this fixed effect alone was quite small (Rm
2 = 0.05). However, when 

accounting for chameleon identity, the full model explained 98% of the variation in 

testosterone levels (Rc
2 = 0.98). 

Post-contest corticosterone levels in unpainted chameleons were significantly 

influenced by the interaction between opponent paint treatment and approach behavior, 

but not by either of these variables independently (Table 14). Unpainted chameleons 

facing mismatched opponents exhibited significantly lower corticosterone levels than 

when facing painted opponents whose color treatment matched their competitive behavior 

(Figure 11). The variation explained by the fixed effects of opponent treatment and 

approach behavior was considerable (Rm
2 = 0.24), and did not change when accounting 

for individual identity (Rm
2 = 0.24). 
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DISCUSSION 

Here we show that the honesty of rapid color change signals used by veiled 

chameleons in male-male contests appears to be maintained, at least in part, by social 

costs. Dishonest chameleons (i.e. those that exhibited colorful signals that did not match 

their competitive behavior) were more likely to be approached by their opponents, more 

likely to be attacked, and received higher overall aggression relative to honestly signaling 

individuals (i.e. those who were colorful and aggressive or were drab and submissive). 

Additionally, chameleons facing dishonestly signaling opponents had lower circulating 

corticosterone levels than those facing opponents whose signals matched their behaviors. 

Together these results identify, for the first time, social costs ensuring signal honesty of a 

dynamic color signal and a physiological metric correlated with the punishment of 

dishonest signalers. 

Biologists have been interested in the possibility that signal receivers may punish 

bluffing opponents for a long time (Rohwer and Rohwer 1978, Rohwer 1977), but the 

physiological mechanisms regulating opponent aggression towards dishonestly signaling 

individuals have never been investigated. In direct opposition to our prediction that facing 

dishonestly signaling opponents would be inherently stressful, we found that chameleons 

facing 'dishonest' opponents (i.e. with discordant colors and competitive behaviors) 

exhibited lower circulating levels of corticosterone. Corticosterone levels did not differ 

between winners and losers (F1,12.30 = 2.21, p = 0.16), suggesting that this physiological 

difference arose as a result of interacting with dishonest signalers rather than of winning 

or losing per se. Without measuring pre- and post-trial hormone levels and performing 
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manipulative studies, however, our ability to interpret the overall importance of these 

hormonal differences and whether these differences are involved in the differential 

aggression directed towards honest/dishonest opponents is limited at best. 

Chameleons can recognize individuals with whom they have previously interacted 

(RAL unpublished data), vary contest strategy depending on context (present study), and 

can detect discordance between colorful signals and aggressive behavior in their 

opponents. Hence, chameleon life-history appears to be well-suited for a signaling system 

where honesty is maintained largely by social costs. However, signals may need only be 

honest 'on average' to remain evolutionarily stable (Johnstone and Grafen 1993). Thus, 

bluffing is expected to exist within signaling populations (and is seen among veiled 

chameleons at low frequency, pers obs), either with a mixture of exclusively honest and 

exclusively deceptive individuals, or with individuals adopting different signaling 

strategies over time and context (Adams and Mesterton-Gibbons 1995, Dey et al. 2014, 

Searcy and Nowicki 2005c, Wilson and Angilletta Jr. 2015, Wilson et al. 2007). 

Investigating flexible signals (e.g. songs, behavioral postures, and dynamic color changes) 

in natural populations across time and context could therefore provide new insights into 

the conditions associated with when, why, and how dishonest signaling naturally occurs 

(sensu Bywater and Wilson 2012). 

Though a number of investigations have explored social policing as a mechanism 

ensuring signal honesty for conventional or low-cost signals, experimental design issues 

have prevented unambiguous interpretation of the results (see Slotow et al. 1993, Tibbetts 

2013). However, work on Polistes dominulus paper wasps has unequivocally 

demonstrated that this species uses facial patterns to signal status (Tibbetts and Dale 2004, 
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Tibbetts and Lindsay 2008), that these signals reflect nutrition during development 

(Tibbetts and Curtis 2007), and that experimentally manipulated, dishonest individuals 

experience high social costs (Tibbetts and Dale 2004, Tibbetts and Izzo 2010). By 

conducting trials between unfamiliar opponents of the same age and sex, allowing painted 

chameleon behavior to vary naturally, and demonstrating that differential aggression 

directed towards mismatched individuals arose as a result of incongruence between 

colorful signals and contest behavior, we have established that social control is involved 

in maintaining the honesty of aggressive color change signals for veiled chameleons. 

Likewise, reduced stress hormones among receivers facing dishonestly signaling 

opponents suggests a potential endocrine role in permitting increased aggression directed 

towards these opponents, promoting signal honesty and evolutionary stability of 

conventional signaling systems. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

When I began my PhD research almost six years ago, the information content of 

rapid, complex color change signals used during intraspecific interactions was not known 

for chameleons or any other animals. Descriptive reports of rapid color change used by 

chameleons in social contexts certainly suggested that chameleons relied on physiological 

color change to communicate with one another during conspecific encounters (Brain 

1961, Burrage 1973, Bustard 1965, 1967; Kästle 1967, Kelso and Verrell 2002, Nečas 

1999, Parcher 1974, Singh et al. 1984, Stuart-Fox and Moussalli 2008, Stuart-Fox et al. 

2006, 2007; Trench 1912), but we did not know which particular aspects of color change 

were likely serving as informative signals used to mediate intraspecific interactions. What 

matters to a chameleon observing a conspecific counterpart changing skin color? Is it the 

pattern attained during these interactions? The final display coloration? The speed of the 

change? The difference between start and end coloration? Though there are undoubtedly 

additional, undiscovered elements of chameleon color change signals that matter to 

chameleons, my dissertation research strongly suggests that the act of brightening or 

darkening, the maximum display brightness and color, and the speed of color and 

brightness changes represent the most informative components of the colorful displays 

used by male veiled chameleons to mediate aggressive interactions. These elements of the 

color change signals used by veiled chameleons reliably predict contest behavior (e.g. the 

likelihood of approaching an opponent, submission) and physical performance (i.e. bite 

force and fighting ability). Hence, a male veiled chameleon should attend to these aspects 
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of their opponent's color change signals because they can inform him about what his 

opponent is going to do and how well he is going to do it. 

Skin brightening, irrespective of maximum brightness or speed of color change, 

indicates the likelihood that a chameleon will approach his opponent. Across four different 

studies involving 41 chameleons and 100 dyadic interactions with definitive outcomes, 

we found a strong association between brightening and the likelihood of approaching an 

opponent (GLMM with binomial error distribution; z = 5.48, p < 0.0001, odds ratio=9.67). 

This odds ratio means that brightening chameleons were almost 10 times more likely to 

approach their opponents than individuals that did not brighten. In this respect, 

brightening seems to have a great deal in common with the postural displays exhibited by 

aggressive individuals in a wide-variety of species (e.g. fish, Baerends and Baerends-Van 

Roon 1950; mammals, Feddersen-Petersen 1991; birds, Daanje 1950, Hurd and Enquist 

2001; lizards, Van Dyk and Evans 2008; crabs, Crane 1966), wherein a particular behavior 

or posture reliably indicates the signaler's subsequent behavior.  Like many of the postural 

signals observed in other taxa, rapid brightening appears to be (at least partially) a 

conventional signal of aggression for veiled chameleons. Conventional signals are 

characterized by low production costs and an arbitrary connection between signal form 

and function (Guilford and Dawkins 1995, Hurd and Enquist 2005, Senar 1999). There is 

no immediately apparent reason why rapid brightening should be linked to aggression 

while rapid darkening is linked to submission (hence, an arbitrary connection). Likewise, 

no significant metabolic costs of rapid color change have yet been identified, though the 

mechanisms underlying rapid color change rely on ATP consumption indicating some 

energetic cost (e.g. Rodgers et al. 2013). Rather, the honesty of rapid brightening as a 
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signal of aggression in chameleons appears to be maintained by social costs (sensu Molles 

and Vehrencamp 2001, Rohwer 1977, Tibbetts and Dale 2004). Specifically, dishonestly 

signaling chameleons (i.e. those individuals with manipulated appearances that did not 

match their trial behavior) received higher levels of aggression than their honestly 

signaling counterparts. Social costs ensuring the honesty of dynamic color change 

signaling strategies have never before been documented and highlight the parallels 

between the flexible colors and behavioral displays of animals. 

Interestingly, physiological color change of veiled chameleons appears to play an 

important role in both escalating and de-escalating agonistic encounters. In contrast to the 

aggressive individuals who rapidly brighten during agonistic encounters, males who 

terminate aggression or who lose physical encounters (i.e. retreat from opponents) tend to 

darken all over. Darkening as a signal of submission has also been found in Atlantic 

salmon Salmo salar (O'Connor et al. 1999) and Arctic charr Salvelinus alpinus (Höglund 

et al. 2000) and, consistent with true signals of submission, rapid darkening by an 

individual (whether fish or chameleon) is accompanied by a marked reduction in his own 

aggression, as well as that of his opponent. Social costs are likely involved in keeping 

signals of submission honest for chameleons, as evidenced by the high levels of aggression 

received by those individuals who were painted dark but did not behave submissively. 

Further, the particular 'form' of the submission signal employed by veiled chameleons 

(darkening) may be favored because it is essentially opposite of that used by aggressive 

chameleons (brightening), as suggested by Charles Darwin's principle of antithesis 

(Darwin 1872, Hurd et al. 1995). Alternatively, darkening of submissive individuals may 

favor the antithetical response of brightening in aggressive chameleon. Regardless, the 
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fact that male veiled chameleons can use physiological color change to signal opposing 

competitive trajectories highlights the flexibility of this signaling approach. 

In addition to the divergent information conveyed when chameleons brighten or 

darken, variation in color signals among aggressively displaying chameleons was 

correlated with specific individual attributes. Maximum stripe brightness was linked with 

approach behavior such that if two chameleons brighten towards one another during an 

aggressive interaction, the one that attained brighter stripes was more likely to approach 

his opponent. Similarly, head brightness and speed of color change were linked to fighting 

success; contests between two aggressively displaying chameleons undergoing rapid color 

change were likely to be won by the individual whose head got brighter and changed color 

faster. Though ornamental coloration has previously been linked to contest success and 

the likelihood of winning aggressive interactions (Martín and López 2009, Santos et al. 

2011, Senar 2006, Whiting et al. 2006), my findings represent the first demonstration of 

the signaling role of the dynamic aspects of color change. To test whether the differences 

that underlie variation in stripe and head coloration were linked to variation in motivation, 

physiology, or physical performance, I conducted behavioral trials between live 

chameleons and standardized robotic models. Interestingly, the color attributes that were 

linked to approach behavior and fight success in my first study (between live chameleons) 

were not correlated with circulating testosterone levels or bite force when displaying to a 

robotic chameleon model. However, chameleons with stronger bites reached maximum 

brightness much earlier, suggesting that the timing of color changes is also an informative 

component of these signals. Both bite force and the timing of brightening are likely 

influenced by motivation in chameleons, suggesting that perhaps the context-dependent 
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variability of the brightening signal may convey information about the context-dependent 

variability of bite force. In contrast, relatively static signals of bite force such as Anolis 

lizard dewlap size (Vanhooydonck et al. 2005) may reflect relatively static components 

of bite force, perhaps related to morphology rather than motivation. Confusingly, plasma 

testosterone concentration was negatively tied to the speed of head brightening, though 

testosterone itself was not tied to the expression of any aggressive behaviors or 

performance metric. A lack of relationship between individual contest behavior and 

circulating testosterone is not uncommon among squamates (e.g. Knapp and Moore 1995), 

hence, the general importance of intraspecific variation in testosterone and its link to 

brightening speed within a given trial is unclear. 

Overall, my dissertation research has revealed that rapid brightening and color 

change as a signal of aggression in male veiled chameleons is multifaceted and complex, 

with different aspects of color change and display coloration signaling different bits of 

information. In an attempt to provide a conceptual overview of the different signaling 

components of color change signals in chameleons, I now draw an analogy between 

chameleon color change and a light switch possessing dimmer functionality (Figure 13).  

First, a chameleon engaged in an aggressive encounter with a conspecific has the option 

to brighten, indicating aggression, or darken, indicating submission. This decision is 

analogous to the decision to turn the light switch "on" or "off." The timing of this decision 

is important in itself, as chameleons with greater bite force (and putatively greater fighting 

ability) 'flip the switch' and brighten earlier than those with weaker bites. Among 

chameleons that brighten (switched turned 'on'), there is significant variation in the 

maximum brightness and speed of color change, which provide additional information 
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about the likelihood of approaching one's opponent and winning aggressive interactions. 

This variability may be a consequence of the developmental conditions experienced by 

chameleons (e.g. pigment acquisition during ontogeny), current health status (Cook et al. 

2013, Molnár et al. 2013), or motivation (Ligon and McGraw 2013). Similarly, variability 

among light switches may result in some dimmers not sliding as quickly or producing 

equally bright light, potentially as a consequence of the way the switches were built, how 

much power they can currently draw, and the motivation of the individual controlling the 

speed of the dimmer. 

In addition to gathering data that would facilitate a better understanding of the 

current function and use of rapid color change as a social signal, one of my primary aims 

was to obtain insight regarding how dynamic color signals fit into existing signaling 

paradigms. Because some aspects of physiological color change exhibit similarities to i) 

behavioral signals that are highly flexible and not particularly expensive to produce, and 

ii) static color signals for which the production and acquisition of color-producing 

pigments and structures is energetically or physiologically costly, it was not clear where 

rapid color change would fall on this spectrum and how color change signals fit within the 

existing signaling framework. Over the course of my dissertation, I found that the 

elements of color change signals that are superficially similar to behavioral displays 

convey similar information to these displays and likely share the same mechanisms 

maintaining their honesty. Specifically, the honesty of the strategic signal of 

brightening/darkening for chameleons is maintained by social costs, as has been shown 

for behavioral signals (e.g. Molles and Vehrencamp 2001). Conversely, the elements of 

chameleon color signals that are most comparable to static color signals (e.g. brightness, 
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hue) appear to contain information related to overall aggression and fighting ability, as 

has been shown for other static color ornaments (Chaine and Lyon 2008, Martín and 

López 2009, Santos et al. 2011, Senar 2006, Whiting et al. 2006). As proposed and 

experimentally confirmed (Pryke and Andersson 2003, Tibbetts 2010), production costs 

of these types of signals likely ensure their honesty and maintain the reliability of their 

information content, though such production costs have not yet been shown for any 

aspects of chameleon color displays.  

As with any successful research project, my dissertation generated many more 

questions about color change signals than it answered. However, documenting the 

behavioral contexts in which color change signals occur, as well as correlations between 

color, behavior, morphology, physiology, and performance, have provided an important 

first step for understanding the current function of this rare signal type. Additionally, 

incorporating organism-specific sensory models into the assessment of the signals used 

by animals during behavioral interactions, as I have done in this dissertation, may provide 

novel insights into the potential factors favoring the use of a particular signal type and aid 

in a more general understanding of the processes linking communication efficacy to signal 

structure and, potentially, diversity.  
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CHAPTER 1 TABLES AND FIGURES  
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Figure 1. a) Experimental trial arena with live chameleon displaying towards 

robochameleon. b) Custom-painted plastic veiled chameleon models used during 

behavioral trials. Custom paints were designed to mimic actual veiled chameleon display 

coloration, as seen by veiled chameleons (i.e., using visual models). The three models were 

systematically rotated throughout trials to avoid pseudo-replication. c) Morphological 

measurements taken from the head of each male veiled chameleon after bite-force 

measurements had been collected. Lower-jaw length (LJL) was taken from the tip of the 

snout to the back of the lower jaw. Head height (HH) was taken from the back of the lower 

jaw to the top of the casque. Head length (HL) was taken from the tip of the casque to the 

tip of the snout. Casque height (CH) was taken from the tip of the casque to the mid-point 

between the posterior portion of the supraorbital process and the posterior of the casque. 

Casque width, taken at the halfway point of the casque height (CH) measurement is not 

shown. d) Bite plates and load cell force transducer (arrow) set up to measure the force 

with which chameleons bite. Yellow rubber on bite plates provides a compressible surface 

which prevents damage to the chameleons’ teeth. 
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Figure 2. Relationships between morphology, testosterone, and bite force. a) Relative 

importance values and parameter estimates of morphological variables predicting 

testosterone. b) Linear relationship between testosterone and jaw width, the variable with 

the highest relative importance based on multimodel averaging. c) Relative importance 

values and parameter estimates of morphological variables predicting bite force. d) Linear 

relationship between bite force and casque width, the variable with the highest relative 

importance based on multimodel averaging. Raw measurements are shown in (b) and (d), 

but parameter estimates were obtained using standardized values. 
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Figure 3. Relationships between phenotypic characters (testosterone, bite force, 

morphology), likelihood of approaching the robotic chameleon, and peak aggression. a) 

Relationship between robochameleon approaches and SVL, the only variable in the single 

model that performed better than the null model. b) Relative importance values and 

parameter estimates of phenotypic characters predicting peak aggression displayed by 

chameleons toward robotic chameleons. c) Linear relationship between peak aggression 

score and SVL. Raw values are shown in (a) and (c), but parameter estimates were obtained 

using standardized values.  
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Figure 4.  Relationships between color change metrics, testosterone, and bite force. a) 

Relative importance values and parameter estimates of the color variables predicting 

testosterone. b) Linear relationship between testosterone and the maximum speed of 

chameleon head brightening   c) Relative importance values and parameter estimates of 

color change metrics predicting bite force (variables with RI values below 0.10 excluded 

for clarity). d) Linear relationship between bite force and the time it took for a chameleon 

to reach maximum stripe brightness, the variable with the highest relative importance for 

predicting bite force, based on multimodel averaging. Raw numeric values shown (b,d), 

but parameter estimates were obtained using standardized values.  
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Figure 5. Relationships between color change metrics, phenotype (morphology, 

testosterone, bite force), and the likelihood of a chameleon approaching a robotic stimulus 

chameleon (a,b) or peak aggression exhibited by chameleons during aggressive trials with 

robochameleons (c,d). a) Relative importance values and parameter estimates of color 

change metrics and phenotype in predicting the likelihood of a chameleon approaching the 

robotic chameleon. Variables with RI values below 0.10 excluded for clarity. b) 

Relationship between approach likelihood and stripe hue, the variable with the highest 

relative importance based on multiple model averaging. c) Relative importance values and 

parameter estimates of variables influencing peak aggression score. d) Linear relationship 

between peak aggression and maximum stripe brightness, the variable with the highest 

relative importance for predicting bite force, based on multimodel averaging. Raw numeric 

values shown in (b) and (d), but parameter estimates were obtained using standardized 

values.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

Supplementary Table 1. Descriptions of quantified aggressive behaviors displayed by adult 

male veiled chameleons during encounters with standardized, robotic chameleon stimulus. 

 
Behavior Description Aggression 

score 
Knock opponent off 

perch 
Chameleon aggressively dislodges opponent from 

perch 
5 

Bite-release Biting followed by immediate release of opponent 5 
Bite-clamp Sustained biting (locked on to opponent with mouth) 5 
Attack Initiation of physical contact 5 
Fighting Physical contact and intent to bite or displace 

opponent 
5 

Lunge Fast, directed head or body thrust towards opponent 4 
Approach Directed movement towards opponent 4 
Lateral display Lateral compression, dorso-ventral expansion, 

physical orienting of body perpendicularly to 

opponent 

3 

Swaying Lateral, side-to-side movement of entire body 2 
Head bob Rhythmic movement of head up and down 1 
Tail curl Tail curled and uncurled 1 

Numeric values for each behavior exhibited were summed for each individual to compute 

overall peak aggression scores. 

 

Supplementary Table 2. Correlations between morphological characters of adult male 

veiled chameleons.  

 

  Mass SVL HW CW JW HL LJL HH 

Mass                 

SVL 0.61***               

HW 0.27  0.52**              

CW -0.18 -0.11 0.2           

JW  .87*** 0.59*** 0.21 -0.19         

HL  .65*** 0.78***  0.43*  -0.3  .57***       

LJL  0.51**   .60***  0.41*  -0.16  .59***  .64***     

HH  .73***  .74***  0.35*  -0.28  .69***  .87***  .68***   

CH  .59***  .72***  0.40*  -0.14  0.52**   .90***  .59***  .92*** 
SVL = Snout-vent length, HW = Head width, CW = Casque width, JW = Jaw width, HL = Head length,  

LJL = Lower jaw length, HH = Head height. 

 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
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Supplementary Table 3. 95% confidence set of best-ranked models (the models whose 

cumulative Akaike weight, cum wi, ≈ 0.95) used to determine the morphological variables 

that best explain male veiled chameleon testosterone. 

 

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

Jaw width + SVL 4 -39.01 87.4 0.00 0.112 

Casque height + Jaw width 4 -39.33 88.1 0.65 0.081 

Casque height + Mass 4 -39.39 88.2 0.77 0.076 

Jaw width 3 -40.89 88.6 1.16 0.063 

Mass + SVL 4 -39.61 88.6 1.20 0.062 

Head width + Jaw width + SVL 5 -38.57 89.4 1.91 0.043 

Head height + Jaw width 4 -39.99 89.4 1.95 0.042 

Casque width + Jaw width + SVL 5 -38.72 89.7 2.23 0.037 

Head length + Jaw width 4 -40.24 89.9 2.46 0.033 

Casque height + Mass + Lower jaw length 5 -38.91 90.0 2.59 0.031 

Mass 3 -41.61 90.1 2.61 0.030 

Casque height + Casque width + Jaw width 5 -38.99 90.2 2.75 0.028 

Jaw width + Lower jaw length + SVL 5 -38.99 90.2 2.75 0.028 

Casque height + Casque width + Mass 5 -39.03 90.3 2.83 0.027 

Mass + Lower jaw length + SVL 5 -39.18 90.6 3.13 0.023 

Mass + Head length 4 -40.62 90.7 3.21 0.022 

Casque height + Head width + Jaw width 5 -39.22 90.7 3.21 0.022 

Casque width + Jaw width 4 -40.66 90.7 3.30 0.022 

Casque height + Jaw width + Lower jaw length 5 -39.31 90.8 3.41 0.020 

Casque width + Mass + SVL 5 -39.32 90.9 3.41 0.020 

Casque height + Mass + Head width 5 -39.33 90.9 3.45 0.020 

Jaw width + Lower Jaw length 4 -40.75 90.9 3.49 0.020 

Mass + Head width + SVL 5 -39.36 90.9 3.50 0.019 

Casque width + Head height + Jaw width 5 -39.45 91.1 3.67 0.018 

Head width + Jaw width 4 -40.88 91.2 3.74 0.017 

Casque width + Head length + Jaw width 5 -39.71 91.6 4.21 0.014 

Head height + Head width + Jaw width 5 -39.96 92.1 4.69 0.011 

Casque width + Mass 4 -41.37 92.2 4.72 0.011 

Casque width + Mass + Head length 5 -39.98 92.2 4.73 0.011 

Head height + Jaw width + Lower jaw length 5 -39.98 92.2 4.74 0.010 

Mass + Head width 4 -41.57 92.6 5.12 0.009 

Head length + Head width + Jaw width 5 -40.19 92.6 5.16 0.009 

Mass + Lower jaw length 4 -41.61 92.7 5.21 0.008 
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Supplementary Table 4. 95% confidence set of best-ranked models (the models whose 

cumulative Akaike weight, cum wi, ≈ 0.95) used to determine the morphological variables 

that best explain male veiled chameleon bite force. 

 

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

Casque width + Lower jaw length 4 -39.70 88.8 0.00 0.114 

Casque width + Head width 4 -39.77 89.0 0.13 0.107 

Casque width  3 -41.22 89.3 0.44 0.092 

Casque width + Head height 4 -40.38 90.2 1.35 0.058 

Casque width + Head width + Lower jaw length 5 -39.14 90.5 1.67 0.050 

Casque width + Head length 4 -40.68 90.8 1.95 0.043 

Casque width + Casque height 4 -40.70 90.8 2.00 0.042 

Casque width + Lower jaw length + SVL 5 -39.42 91.1 2.23 0.037 

Casque width + Head height + Head width 5 -39.55 91.3 2.49 0.033 

Casque width + Head width + SVL 5 -39.56 91.3 2.50 0.033 

Casque width + Jaw width 4 -40.98 91.4 2.55 0.032 

Casque width + Jaw width + Lower jaw length 5 -39.64 91.5 2.66 0.030 

Casque width + Mass 4 -41.03 91.5 2.66 0.030 

Casque width + Mass + Lower jaw length 5 -39.67 91.6 2.73 0.029 

Casque width + Head height + Lower jaw length 5 -39.68 91.6 2.75 0.029 

Casque width + Casque height + Lower jaw length 5 -39.70 91.6 2.79 0.028 

Casque width + Head length + Lower jaw length 5 -39.70 91.6 2.79 0.028 

Casque width + Casque height + Head width 5 -39.72 91.7 2.82 0.028 

Casque width + Head width + Jaw width 5 -39.73 91.7 2.84 0.028 

Casque width + SVL 4 -41.14 91.7 2.88 0.027 

Casque width + Head length + Head width 5 -39.75 91.7 2.89 0.027 

Casque width + Mass + Head width 5 -39.76 91.8 2.92 0.027 

Casque width + Head height + Jaw width 5 -40.36 92.9 4.10 0.015 

Casque width + Head length + Jaw width 5 -40.67 93.6 4.72 0.011 

Casque width + Mass + Head length 5 -40.68 93.6 4.74 0.011 

Casque width + Casque height + Jaw width 5 -40.68 93.6 4.74 0.011 
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Supplementary Table 5. The single model that performed better than the null model using 

phenotypic characters (testosterone, bite force, mass, SVL, casque width, and jaw width) 

explaining the likelihood that a chameleon would approach the robotic chameleon.  

 

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

SVL 2 -18.03 40.5 0.00 1.0 

 

Supplementary Table 6. Models with higher likelihood (greater Akaike weight) than the 

null model used to determine the phenotypic characters that best explain peak aggression 

scores for male veiled chameleons. 

  

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

SVL 3 -43.06 93.0 0.00 0.233 

SVL + Jaw width 4 -41.83 93.1 0.16 0.215 

SVL + Casque width 4 -42.10 93.7 0.69 0.165 

SVL + Testosterone 4 -42.26 94.0 1.01 0.141 

SVL + Lower jaw length 4 -42.26 94.0 1.02 0.140 

SVL + Jaw width + Casque width 5 -41.11 94.5 1.55 0.107 
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Supplementary Table 8. The 2 models with higher likelihood (greater Akaike weight) than 

the null model used to determine the relevant importance of color signals in predicting 

circulating testosterone levels. 

 

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

Head max brightening speed 3 -14.94 38.5 0.00 0.583 

Head max brightening speed + Stripe brightness 4 -13.11 39.2 0.67 0.417 

 

 

Supplementary Table 9. The 12 models with higher likelihood (greater Akaike weight) than 

the null model used to determine the color metrics that best explain male veiled chameleon 

bite force (among individuals that underwent color changing bouts in response to the 

robotic chameleon stimulus). 

 

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

Stripe time 3 -12.712 34.1 0.00 0.229 

Stripe time + Head distance 4 -11.063 35.1 1.04 0.136 

Stripe time + Max stripe brightening speed 4 -11.256 35.5 1.42 0.113 

Stripe time + Stripe brightness 4 -11.339 35.7 1.59 0.104 

Stripe time + Head max chroma 4 -11.665 36.3 2.24 0.075 

Stripe time + Head speed 4 -11.695 36.4 2.30 0.073 

Stripe time + Head hue 4 -12.206 37.4 3.32 0.044 

Stripe time + Head brightness 4 -12.225 37.4 3.36 0.043 

Stripe time + Stripe hue 4 -12.350 37.7 3.61 0.038 

Stripe time + Max head brightening speed 4 -12.475 37.9 3.86 0.033 

Stripe time + Head time 4 -12.564 38.1 4.04 0.030 

Stripe time + Stripe distance 4 -12.633 38.3 4.18 0.028 

Stripe time + Stripe chroma 4 -12.650 38.3 4.21 0.028 

Stripe time + Stripe speed 4 -12.692 38.4 4.29 0.027 
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Supplementary Table 10. The 25 models with higher likelihood (greater Akaike weight) 

than the null model used to determine the relevant importance of color signals, 

morphology, testosterone, and bite force in predicting the likelihood that male veiled 

chameleons would approach the robochameleon. 

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

Stripe hue + Head chroma 3 -2.95 14.6 0.00 0.258 

Stripe hue 2 -5.55 16.3 1.73 0.109 

Stripe hue + Jaw width 3 -4.32 17.3 2.73 0.066 

Stripe hue + Head hue 3 -4.69 18.0 3.48 0.045 

Stripe hue + Head width 3 -4.84 18.3 3.78 0.039 

Stripe hue + Head brightness 3 -4.88 18.4 3.87 0.037 

Stripe chroma 2 -6.83 18.9 4.30 0.030 

Stripe hue + Head length 3 -5.12 18.9 4.34 0.029 

Stripe hue + Head speed 3 -5.17 19.0 4.44 0.028 

Stripe brightness 2 -6.98 19.2 4.60 0.026 

Stripe hue + Mass 3 -5.29 19.3 4.68 0.025 

Stripe hue + Stripe speed 3 -5.31 19.3 4.73 0.024 

Stripe hue + Head distance 3 -5.33 19.3 4.76 0.024 

Stripe hue + Max stripe brightness speed 3 -5.36 19.4 4.81 0.023 

Stripe chroma + Jaw width 3 -5.36 19.4 4.83 0.023 

Stripe hue + Lower jaw length 3 -5.36 19.4 4.83 0.023 

Max stripe brightness speed 2 -7.11 19.4 4.84 0.023 

Jaw width 2 -7.12 19.4 4.88 0.022 

Head height + Jaw width 3 -5.41 19.5 4.92 0.022 

Stripe hue + Bite force 3 -5.44 19.5 4.98 0.021 

Stripe hue + Head time 3 -5.44 19.5 4.98 0.021 

Stripe hue + Stripe brightness 3 -5.45 19.6 5.00 0.021 

Stripe chroma + Head chroma 3 -5.48 19.6 5.07 0.020 

Stripe hue + Testosterone 3 -5.50 19.7 5.11 0.020 

Stripe hue + Max head brightness speed 3 -5.51 19.7 5.11 0.020 

 

Supplementary Table 11. The 3 models with higher likelihood (greater Akaike weight) than 

the null model used to determine the relevant importance of color signals, testosterone, and 

bite force in predicting total aggression displayed by male veiled chameleons towards 

robochameleon models. Neither testosterone nor bite force was present in any of the top 

models (i.e. those with lower AICc values than the null model). 

Model df Log L AICc ΔAICc wi 

Stripe brightness 3 -14.89 38.5 0.00 0.598 

Stripe hue 3 -15.82 40.3 1.86 0.236 

Stripe hue + Head chroma 4 -14.00 41.0 2.56 0.166 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Body regions from which color and color-change measurements 

were collected. The brightness of the two stripe patches (a,b) were highly correlated (both 

r > 0.88, both p < 0.0001) with a previously calculated (Ligon and McGraw 2013) 

brightness principal component score calculated from six stripe color patches. The 

brightness (both r > 0.92, both p < 0.001) and speed (both r > 0.66, both p < 0.001) of the 

two head color patches (c, d) were highly correlated with composite principal component 

scores previously calculated from nine color patches (Ligon and McGraw 2013). 
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APPENDIX B 

 

CHAPTER 2 TABLES AND FIGURES 
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Table 12. Comparison of generalized linear mixed models with different combinations of 

explanatory variables explaining display, brightening, approach, and attack behavior of 

unpainted chameleons during aggressive interactions. For each set of models, the response 

variable was a binary variable describing whether a painted chameleon's opponent 

performed the behavior (listed in the "Response" column) or not. Fixed effects include 

paint treatment (painted bright or painted dark) and approach behavior of the focal, painted 

chameleon (approached or not). The significance of differences in model fit is based on 

log-likelihood tests comparing each model to the null model containing only chameleon 

identity as a random effect (significant differences are in bold).  
  

Response Fixed effects Random 

effect 

Df AIC logLik p  

Opponent lateral display       

 ID 2 28.321 -12.16   

 Treatment ID 3 26.258 -10.13 0.044  

 Approach behavior ID 3 20.177 -7.09 < 0.001  

 Treatment + Approach + Treatment*Approach 

behavior 

ID 5 20.509 -5.25 0.160  

  
Opponent brightening       

 ID 2 19.417 -7.71   

 Treatment ID 3 21.408 -7.70 0.923  

 Approach behavior ID 3 21.191 -7.60 < 0.001  

 Treatment + Approach + Treatment*Approach ID 5 25.156 -7.58 0.983  

  
Opponent approach       

 ID 2 41.074 -18.54   

 Treatment ID 3 43.068 -18.53 0.939  

 Approach behavior ID 3 36.843 -15.42 < 0.001  

 Treatment + Approach + Treatment*Approach ID 5 28.925 -9.46 0.003  

  
Opponent attack       

 ID 2 29.929 -12.96   

 Treatment ID 3 31.913 -12.96 0.897  

 Approach behavior ID 3 32.309 -13.15 1.000  

  Treatment + Approach + Treatment*Approach ID 5 27.370 -8.68 0.011  
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Table 13. The aggression painted chameleons received during an agonistic encounter 

depended on the interaction between his paint treatment and whether or not he 

approached his opponent.  
 

Model Parameter Test statistic p 

Aggression received   

 Treatment F1, 7.62   = 0.01 0.94 

 Approach F1, 18.14 = 1.93 0.18 

  Treatment*Approach F1, 7.62   = 6.18 0.04 

 

 

 

Table 14. Models explaining the relationship between steroid hormone levels in unpainted 

chameleons and painted chameleon treatment and approach behavior. Testosterone was 

linked to opponent paint treatment, being slightly higher when facing dark painted 

chameleons. Corticosterone levels of unpainted chameleons were influenced by the 

interaction of opponent treatment and approach behavior. 

Model Parameter Test statistic p 

Testosterone   

 Opponent paint treatment F1,6.29 = 12.09 0.01 

 Opponent approach behavior F1,6.75 = 0.22 0.07 

  Opponent paint treatment * Opponent approach behavior F1,6.06 = 4.73 0.15 

    

Corticosterone      

 Opponent paint treatment F1,12.79 = 1.25 0.28 

 Opponent approach behavior F1,16.51 = 0.22 0.64 

 Opponent paint treatment * Opponent approach behavior F1,16.51 = 4.73 0.04 
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Figure 7. Artificial paints (dashed lines) closely matched exemplar chameleon colors (solid 

lines) for six different colors (a – yellow, b – orange, c – green, d – blue-green, e – white, 

f - brown). Using chameleon visual models, all paints (with the exception of (c) green paint, 

chromatic dS = 1.11 JNDs, achromatic dS = 0.21 JNDs) are theoretically indistinguishable 

(dS < 1 JNDs) from the exemplar chameleon skin colors to chameleons.
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Figure 8. Chameleons displaying naturally bright, aggressive coloration (a) or dark, 

submissive coloration (b) look similar to chameleons experimentally painted bright (c) or 

dark (d). Non-toxic paint was applied based on individual-specific patterns, as can be seen 

when comparing a-c and b-d. Note, the white near the dorsal posterior region in (b) is due 

to shedding skin and was not recreated in (d). 
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Figure 9. Mismatched chameleons, those whose experimentally manipulated color did not 

match their behavior, were more likely to be approached (a) and attacked (b) by their 

opponents. Sample sizes are located above each bar and the relevant model statistics are 

located in Table 1. 
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Figure 10. Mismatched chameleons, those whose approach behavior did not match their 

paint treatment, received higher levels of aggression than chameleons whose painted 

display color matched their behavior suggesting that social costs of dishonest signaling 

may play a role in maintaining honesty in chameleon color signals (Table 2).  
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Figure 11. Corticosterone levels of unpainted chameleons were lower when facing 

mismatched opponents, those whose behavior did not match their experimentally 

manipulated display colors. 
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Supplementary Table 16. Re-analysis of the aggression painted chameleons received 

during agonistic encounters with an outlier removed. Without this data point, aggression 

received depended only on whether or not a painted chameleon approached his opponent.  

 

Model Parameter Test statistic p 

Aggression received   

 Treatment F1, 14.87   = 2.22 0.16 

 Approach F1, 14.87   = 8.04 0.01 

  Treatment*Approach F1, 14.87   = 0.04 0.85 
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Supplementary Figure 12. Body regions from which color and color-change 

measurements were collected. 
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APPENDIX C 

CHAPTER 3 FIGURE 
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Figure 13. Separate components of complex color change signals used by male veiled 

chameleons during agonistic interactions can be likened to the use of a light switch with 

dimming functionality. A chameleon's choice to brighten (signaling aggression) or darken 

(signaling submission) is analogous to the choice of whether to turn the light on or off. An 

individual chameleon's performance capability is also linked to the timing of this 'switch', 

where individuals with more powerful bites turn the switch 'on' earlier during aggressive 

interactions. In addition to the strategic signals of brightening and darkening (turning the 

light on or off), there is significant variation among chameleons with respect to the 

maximum brightness they reach and their speed of color change. This variation in dynamic 

color signals among chameleons can be likened to variation among different light switches, 

where the maximum intensity and speed with which the dimmer can be moved vary from 

switch to switch. Just as the variability in brightness and color change speed is likely a 

consequence of a chameleon's development and current health, the variability among the 

light switches is a consequence of the way the switches were built and how much power 

they can currently draw. 
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APPENDIX D  

CHAMELEONS COMMUNICATE WITH COMPLEX COLOUR CHANGES 

DURING CONTESTS: DIFFERENT BODY REGIONS CONVEY DIFFERENT 

INFORMATION 
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APPENDIX E  

DEFEATED CHAMELEONS DARKEN DYNAMICALLY DURING DYADIC 

DISPUTES TO DECREASE DANGER FROM DOMINANTS 
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